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bujkti Khrystos Rozhdaietsia—Christ is Born
a^j^^?^^^

Let us become one with
"our martyred brethren"
Nativity Pastoral Letter of the
Sobor of Bishops of the
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church
"And seeing the Star, they rejoiced exceedingly."'
(Matthew 2:10)
Dear Brothers and Sisters!
Christamas, like all great feasts, is resplendent with
light. The entire Church of Christ is in the light; it
opposes darkness — the kingdom of evil. St. John the
Evangelist reminds us of this in the words of Christ:
"Whoever follows me does not walk in the darkness,
but has the light of life."
Today let us .once more perceive the. rays of the
redeeming star. Today the Church once again reminds
us that the human being, dependent upon.good will
which is a gift bestowed by the Lord, can no longer
"walk in darkness." Christ's words concerning "those
who follow me" namely, concerning those who strive
toward the light, apply not only to the individual, but
also to individual nations. They pertain also to the
Ukrainian nation.
in a short time We will mark 1,000 years since the
light of the star of Bethlehem shone over our people.
During the cofirse of these 1,000 years, our ancestors,
enlightened by the light of the redeeming star,
accomplished deeds which were great and pleasing to
God. With gratitude we rynember them, the bishops,
princes, hetmans and simple faithful who created our
native Church, erected houses of worship, cared for
the ill and helpless and sacrificed their lives for the
faith and for Ukraine. All of them, humble in heart but
eminent in spirit, denied themselves temporal earthly
comforts for the sake of the light of eternity.
iniiniiiiimirniiri
mi ттшшашшттшттвжяш
Therefore, today as we glorify the newborn Christ, let
Koliada i s depicted by E. Myronora
us also remember those who came before us, those
To
all
our
readers
and
Ukrainians
around
the
world
we
extend
our warmest Christmas greetings.
who offered to Christ their most excellent gifts.
Their example encourages us to the
higher world. During the few years
which separate us from the Nativity of
our nation - the Baptism of the Rus'–
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
that there are fundamental differences and 300,000, two-thirds of which are
Ukraine, we are to transform our good
ideas into deeds, acquire new treasures
SUMMARY: Reports in the Ukrai– within the Ukrainian comunity on the concentrated in the western territories
and with them, enrich the plundered nian-language newspaper NasheSlovo. question of whether the Ukrainian ceded to Poland after World War 11.'
An analysis of the Ukrainian-lan–
treasury of our martyr-Church the weekly organ of the Ukrainian Social and Cultural Society should limit
in Ukraine. Let these remaining years be Social and Cultural Society in Warsaw, its activities to the cultural field or guage press in Warsaw, specifically the
enlightened by our efforts to be "one" reveal that the Ukrainian community in broaden its framework to include weekly organ of the Ukrainian Social
and Cutural Society (USKT) Nashe
with our martyred brethren in Ukraine. Poland has won important concessions political activity.
Slovo,2 clearly shows that recent devel–
And iet this "oneness" be manifested from the central authorities for im–
The political crisis in Poland contin– opments in Poland have had a signifi–
not only by our participation in every provemenl of its cultural and educa– ues to bring to the surface demands of
activity which is directed toward de- tional activities, in the past, Ukrainians, various disaffected segments of Polish cant impact on the Ukrainian commu–
fending the persecuted, but also by who constitute the largest national society — workers, peasants, the intelli– nity. During the past few weeks, Nas'he
creating new spiritual treasures.
minority in Poland, have complained gentsia — intent on wresting conces– Slovo has aired numerous long-stand–
Only the Lord knows how events will that the authorities have placed restric– sions from the authorities in Warsaw. ing problems of particular concern to
turn out. Wetlo not know, but we believe tions on the development of their A'.iong those who are seeking change the Ukrainians, highlighting the general
that our Cfiurch will be reborn in cultural life as part of a policy of are the Ukrainians, the largest of several dissatisfaction with Warsaw's policies
Ukraine. We believe that the heavenly Polonization. J^hese complaints have national minorities in Poland. Official vis-a-vis its Ukrainian citizens. The
light will point out radiant paths to our now been voiced openly in discussions statistics on the national composition of press reports also reveal that the Ukrai–
people. At the same time we are con– with representatives of the PUWP the Polish People's Republic are not nian community is split between moder–
vinced that all that we accomplish for Central Committee and the Polish published, and it is therefore difficult to ates and those seeking a fundamental
the good of the Ukrainian Orthodox Ministry of internal Affairs, who have cite an exact figure regarding the size of reorganization of the USKT, and hence
Church on foreign soil, we also accom– promised to rectify the situation. The Poland's Ukrainian population. How– of the basis upon which Ukrainian life
reports in Nashe Slovo also indicate ever, the estimates vary between 170,000
(Continued on pige 3)
(Continued on page 7)

Ukrainian minority in Poland presses demands
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Below Ь the full text of exiled Soviet
physicist zAndrei Sakharov's letter to
AnatoTy P. Aleksandrov, president of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences. Wr'tt–'
ten in Gorky, the fetter outlines 'Mr.
Sakharov's demands for an open-court
hearing of his case and asks the
in a conversauon with Dr. Leibo'
academy to support his plea that Soviet wit7. you alluded to my divulging of
authorities stop their harassment of his state secrets and. at the same lime, made
stepson 's fiancee.
The letter also unsubstantiated accusations against my
provides Mr. Sakharov's opinions on friends by claiming that someone had
such topical issues as disarmament, attempted to take from the country
detente and human rights.
secrets received directly from me or
through friends. Oddly, identifying
Conclusion
yourself and the Academy of Sciences
You say that 1 am able to do science in with the organs of criminal investiga–
Gorky. Yes. І am working, but it is not tion you said that "we have detained this
for a representative of the Academy of person." But legal facts are distin–
Sciences, which is helping organize a guished from demagpgery and loose
one-man science-prison forme, to treat talk by their specific details. Here there
that fact as if it were some miracle. Yes, were none nor could there have been, in
і have a roof over my head (people in such serious matters unsubstantiated
Gorky say it used to be a secret KGB statements are known by another name
address) and my wife brings me meat, - slander.
butter, cottage cheese and cheese, not
With surprising legal flippancy you
available in Gorky, from Moscow. The declared that, for my appeals to foreign
violation of the law which you try to governments. 1 could be sentenced to
justify thereby is no less for that.
five years' imprisonment. Why five?
The regimen which has been csta– Under Article 190- 1 of the Criminal
three vears.
blished for me is absolutely illegal Code of the USSR
(according to the Corrective Labor Under Article 70 — seven years. Under
Article
64
up
to
15
years
or the death
Legislation, this is not how exiles are
dealt with). So who determined this penalty.
You also mentioned that 1 could have
regimen then? ThejCGB. the MvD. the
procurator's office? І do not know and been assassinated like Kennedy or King.
you will not be able to answer this І am not a member of any foreign
question cither. There is a pohecman at parliament and 1 never appeal to any.
my door around the clock, so anyone But 1 consider myself obliged to voice
attempting to visit me ends up at th? my opinion on certain critical questions
police station and experiences serious, and to condemn those actions of the
difficulties, it is only after considerable USSR which arc in direct contradiction
time that 1 am learning of attempts by to the international commitments it
people close to me. a physician and has assumed and to international
friend, my 82-year-old aunt, to visit me norms. І approved those actions of
and 1 may never learn,of the others. But foreign governments (occurring within
secretly, without the policeman's know- the limits of the law) which can facilitate
the reform ofthis situation. І supported
ledge, KGB men penetrate my apart–
the Jackson Amendment andcon–
ment. through the window, violating tinue to deem it extraordinarily impor–
the sanctity of the home and thereby tant. Thisisan. amendment to Ameri–
creating potential danger for me. You can trade regulation.
did not answer my wife's telegram
concerning this in July of this year
І addressed a request to the lndonesi–
which 1 consider and inadmissable an government for an amnesty for their
action.
political prisoners. І am accused in the
My own personal jamming device has press of praising the coup in Chile yet. at
been installed in my apartment
the the time, together with Calich and
company is sparing no expense, even Maximov. 1 wrote a letter concerning
before the jamming has been renewed in the fate of the writer. Pablo N'eruda.
the USSR. І am tailed shamelessly, Twice 1 have spoken out against the
insolently, around the clock. Agents cruel actions against the Kurds in lraq.
dog my heels everywhere, they peep in Several years ago. І appealed for hu–
through my windows and run ahead of manity during the scigc of the Palcstini–
me to the post office to prevent me from an refugee camp Tcl-Zaatar. in the fall
of 1979.1 appealed to the government of
making any telephone calls.
the Chinese People's Republic to review
the cruel sentence given to a brave
dissident who opposed the militaryaction against vietnam. Wei Jingsheng,
and to the government of the Czecho–
Slovakian Socialist. Republic to review
the sentences given the members of
MOSCOW - Dissident sources here Charter 77.
report that Soviet authorities have
І did not support the proposal to
jailed five dissidents for 10 days on boycott the Moscow Olympic Games or
charges of hooliganism following a the boycotting of technology, let alone
demonstration to commemorate a the grain embargo, before the Soviet
failed airplane, highjacking attempt a invasion of Afghanistan. My position
decade ago by Jews seeking to emigrate. changed when, in my opinion (and in
.the opinion of 104 members of the
An Associated Press story said the
United Nations) there had occurred a
five were reported to be among 14
dangerous violation of international
people taken into custody on Christmas raw and international equilibrium. І
Day outside the Lenin Library in supported the boycott, considering it.
downtown Moscow. The nine others given the situation, as directed toward
were released after four hours of ques– the good of our country. І relayed to
tioning.
French President discard d'Estaing a
The protest, described as a "day of letter from a group of Crimean Tatar
solidarity with prisoners of Zion," was activists and. in my own name, addres–
staged to call attention to the 1970 sed a request to Leonid Brezhnev to put
highjacking attempt in Leningrad. an end to national discrimination
Soviet courts convicted 26 people in against the Crimean Tartars, victims of
connection with the incident. Five of Stalin's criminal actions in 1944.
those convicted were pardoned by
in October. 1979 1 requested Mr.
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev in 1979. Brezhnev to assist in the unimpeded
Of the original group arrested immedia– delivery of food to the starving people
tely following the attempt, five remain of Cambodia. Even after my depnrta–
imprisoned, according to the AP. tion to Gorky. І sent Mr. Brezhnev a
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this case as well 1 am compelled to turn
to my colleagues abroad for support.
You spoke to Dr. Leibowitz about a
visit from my colleagues at the Acadc–
my of Sciences' institute^of Physics
(AS1P) as if that were proof that 1 have
every possibility of doing scientific
long letter containing what 1 considered work. But no matter how important
acceptable proposals concerning a these visits arc for me in my isolation
political settlement of the Afghanistan from human contact and with my lack
tragedy. І sent copies of the letter to the of literature and so on, this total
heads ol'thecountries which are per– dependence on KGB control, which
manent members of the U.N. Security chooses times useful to its purposes for
Council, in that letter. І voiced my groups of scientists and co-workers to
opinion that the invasion of Afghanis- visit me. is absolutely inadmissible.
tan was an error having enormous Thus, the first visit of the AS1P people
negative consequences for us. both, in was timed with the arrival of Dr.
foreign policy and domestically, in Leibowitz so that you could mention
particular. 1 wrote about the streng– that fact during your meeting with him.
thening of the role of the repressive and the second was timed to coincide
organs which could grow out of control. with the anival of the secretary of the
Such are a few of my foreign-policy national academy of theUnited States,
statements in recent years, in all of these with the same demonstrativeaim. І have
actions of mine there have been no been working in the AS1P since 1969
violations of Soviet law. These statc– and. before that, from 1945 through
ments were dictated by my convictions 1950. and 1 ought to have the rightron
and. in my opinion, did not in any way the basis of my own wishes and not by
contradict the interests of our country the control of the KGB. to choose with
and its people.
whom 1 shall discuss science. І wrote
On August 12, 1980. 1 addressed"the concerning this inadmissible KGB
vice President of the Soviet Academy control to academician Ginzburg in a
of Sciences E.P. velikhovand. through letter of September 15, and 1 requested
him. the presidium of the Academy of he abstain from sending any further
Sciences and you personally, with a delegations of AS1P workers to me.
request for aid in a case which had Due to both these factors - the posi–
become especially important to me. tion of the Academy of Sciences and the
Here is the story.
inadmissable conditions for meeting
The repeated threats directed at my . with AS1P people - 1 am breaking off
children and grandchildren (beginning my official scientific relations with
.with the "visit" of the Black September Soviet scientific institutions — the
terrorist in 1973). and other oppressive Academy of Sciences and AS1P in
actions and provocations had com– particular — and 1 am hereby informing
pellcd us to convince them to emigrate. you of that fact.
This was not a simple decision and to
Before the general meeting of the
this day is felt as a tragedy. My son's
finance. Elizaveta Aleksceva, remained Soviet Academy of Sciences in March
1980',
1 addressed the presidium of the
in the USSR, and for three years has not
been able to leave the country to be with Soviet Academy of Sciences with a
me man she loves. She has been sub– request to ensure my coming to partici–
jected to threats and blackmail by the patc in the meeting which is my right
KGB and. a member of our family, she and my duty according to the regula–
has not been allowed to visit me in tions. І received the following reply:
Gorky. Fearing for Elizaveta's life, my "There arc no provisions for your
wife has been compelled to spend the participation vin the general meeting."
greater part of her time in Moscow, in The meaning of those words was
point of fact. Liza Aleksceva has be– graphically displayed by the actions of
comc a hostage. І asked you to intercede KGB men. pistols in hand, who would
in obtaining her permission to leave the not allow me onto the Gorky-Moscow
country, in the course of three months, train on the evening of March 4. the day
the vice president of the academy sent before the general meeting when 1 was
no answer whatsoever to my letter оґіо accompanying my mother-in-law to the
my repeated telegrams. Only on the train station and wished to help her on
evening of October 14 did a telegram with her suitcases, in that fashion, the
arrive stating that "measures were being presidium of the Soviet Academy of
taken to clarify the possibility of fulfil– Sciences allowed the possibility of KGB
' ling your request." it is impossible to interference in the affairs of the aca–
understand why this is so complicated if demy. having formally allowed me to
a person never had any relation to any remain a member of the academy, but
state secrets. І am beginning to sense depriving me of one of the fundamental
that this telegram was no more than a rights of an member.
KGB ruse, a delaying tactic. І find it
in sending you this open letter 1 am
absolutely intolerable that anyone be hoping that you also will reply openly.
held hostage in connection with me. in

Sakharov speaks out
on repression, detente

Five dissidents jailed
on hooliganism charges
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Yuzyk reports on NATO meeting
OTTAWA — Speaking before a
December 9. .1980 session of the Cana–
dian Senate, Sen. Paul Yuzyk reported
on his participation in the 26th annual
meeting of the North Atlantic Assembly
which was held in Belgium in late
November. Fifteen parliamentary dele–
gations, including 13 members of the
Canadian House of.Commons and six
senators, took part in the 10-day session
to discuss such issues as the Madrid
Review. Conference, Afghanistan and
the American hostages in iran.
This year's session also included an
eight-man delegation representing the
Diet of Japan, signaling a move toward
closer cooperation between Japan and
NATO, Sen. Yuzyk reported. Although
constitutional restrictions prohibit
Japan from re-arming and joining
formal alliances, many Western ob–
servers feel that a reassessment of those
constraints is viable given the' growing
Soviet threat around the globe.

mittee on the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, which
recommended a continuation of the
CSCE process and further review con–
ferences after Madrid.

"We prefer to think that the rather
rough response to our initial request
was an honest mistake," said Mr.
Popov. "The security police apparently
connected us in some way with their
investigation of an underground jour–
nal. Now that they realize that none of
us have any connection with that case,
things may go better for us."

WASHINGTON - Rep. Ed Derwin– radios,". Congressman Derwinski said
in

his letter to Dr. Brzezinski.
Rep. Derwinski listed specific recommendations for better use of trans–
mitters to add power to the broadcasts
of Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty beamed to Poland and the
Soviet Union. He also urged increasing
the broadcasting to the Soviet Far East
by utilzing transmitters available on
Taiwan.
Rep. Derwinski, a senior congres–
sional advisor to several of the Reagan
transition teams, was asked to provide a
list of recommendations on foreign
policy and the organization of the
agencies dealing with it to the incoming
administration.

New council will coordinate
Smoloskyp publishes facilities of Ukrainian seminaries
two new books
PHILADELPHIA - in a continuing nom of the Stamford Diocese, of Hart-

Soviet writers confer with authorities
on formation of writers' workshop

Although the writers, including thea–
ter director Yevgeny Kozlovsky, were
subjected to detentions, police searches
and manuscript seizures, they hope to
convince the municipal authorities that
an experimental workshop and periodi–
cal outside the constraints of the offical
and orthodox Soviet Writers' Union
would ultimately enrich Soviet literary
life by providing a forum for young
authors who cannot find an outlet for
their work.
According to the Times, the writer
chose to petition the city council rather
than national institutions because they
wanted to avoid dealing with the entrenched and recalcitrant literary estab–
lishment. Although their first attempts
to form a group met with police-harass–
ment, Yevgeny; Popov, a 35-year-old
member of the group, was quoted by the
Times as saying he belives that the
authorities may now be more receptive
to the idea.

з

Derwinski: bolster U.S. broadcasts
to iron Curtain states

ski (R - ill.) has urged both the Carter
administration and the incoming Rea–
gan Foreign Affairs Transition Team to
Sen. Yuzyk concluded his remarks by take action as soon as possible to bolster
emphasizing the importance of NATO, U.S. broadcasting to penetrate the iron
and called for the Canadian government Curtain.
to continue its moral and financial
Rep. Derwinski, a senior member of
support of the organization.
the House Foreign Affairs Committee,
recommended to National Securitv
"Honorable senators, when we reflect Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, that the
on the turbulent situation in the world United States immediately upgrade its
today, as we watch with alarm the means of disseminating the truth to
machinations of the aggressive, im– citizens of communist countries.
perialist, totalitarian power of the
Russian Soviet Union, we can derive
"The Polish crisis is a propelling
some consolation from knowing that reason for reinforcing the equipment
the democratic countries are united in and broadcasting hours of the three
NATO," said Sen. Yuzyk.

Sen. Yuzyk also discussed the work
of the assembly's Committee on Educa–
tion, Cultural Affairs and information,
BALT1MORE—Among the Smolo–
of which he has been a member for
seven years. Among the resolutions skyp publications to have appeared
adopted by the committee was a recom– recently are two books.
mendation urging all governments
One, titled "Holy Ukraine" is a
taking part in the Madrid Conference toy
review compliance with the Helsinki collection of essays, letters and appeals
by
Oles Berdnyk, writer and, prior to his
Accords to demand the freedom of all
those who have been persecuted and -, imprisonment, head of the Ukrainian
imprisoned by the Soviet Union and Helsinki group. The book is edited by
Bohdan Arey; cover design is by Boh–
Eastern-bloc nations.
dan Pavlokimetz.
A second resolution condemned
Soviet jamming and deliberate inter–
The other book is the memoirs of
ference with international broad-casts. Ev^hen Hrytsiak about the Norilsk
The senator also reported on his work uprising. Cover design is by Yarema
'
with the House of Commons Subcom– Harabach.

MOSCOW — A group of younger
Soviet writers: whose bid to form an
independent writers' workshop was
squelched by Moscow authorities late
last month, have been meeting indepen–
dently with Moscow city council mem–
bers in an attempt to gain official
acceptance for their plan, according to a
story in The New York Times.
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Mr. Popov's guarded optimism stems
from the fact that, during police raids
on the writers' apartments following
their first written request for the experi–
mental workshop in November, the
militia carried search warrants which
indicated that they were investigating
the samizdat journal Poiski, which,
after publishing six issues between 1978
and 1979, was supressed by authorities.
Satisfied that none of the writers were
involved with the underground publica–
tion, the militia offered apologies and
released them.
Moreover, it is reported that Moscow
city officials gave Mr. Popov and two or
three colleagues a long and courteous
hearing, and appeared to agree that the
concerns raised by the writers were
legitimate. The city council suggested
that the writers take their proposals to
one of the four writers'organizations on
a local level. Since the workshop
group's only purpose, at the moment, is
to establish itself under some official
aegis, it accepted this suggestion and is
now negotiating with the biggest of the
four writters' trade unions, the Times
reported.
The writers have taken great pains to
work through official Channels and to
voice their concerns in the most loyal
and patriotic manner. They have gone
as far as to write the Central Committee
of the party stating their belief that the
police raids and confiscations carried
out against them were a mistake, and
not an offical response to their request.
Besides Messrs. Popov and Kozlovsky.
members of the group are viadimir
Kormer, 40, Filipp Berman, 40, Dmitri
Prigov, 40. Nikolai Klimontovich, 30.
and Yevgeny Kharitonov. 40.

effort to coordinate the facilities of the
Ukrainian. Catholic seminary depart–
ments in the United States, the Manage–
ment Council of the Ukrainian Catholic
Seminaries was formed on October 14,
1980.
The members of the council are:
Archbishop Myroslav Lubachivsky,
administrator of the Philadelphia Ar–
cheparchy; Bishop Basil H. Losten,
Stamford; Msgr. William Bilinsky,
administrator of the St. Nicholas Dio–
cese of Chicago; Msgr. Robert Moskal,
chancellor of the Philadelphia Arche–
parchy, serving as. Chairman; Msgr.
Walter Paska, rector of St. Josaphat's
Seminary, Washington, (secretary); the
Rev. John Terlecky, bursar of St. Basil's
Seminary, Stamford, Conn, (treasurer);
the Msgrs. Stephen Sulyk, of Perth
Amboy, N.J., Stephen Chomko, eco–

ford Conn., Joseph Fedorek of Eliza–;
beth N.J., and the Revs. Raymond
Revak, econom of the Philadelphia
Archeparchy, and John Lazar of Dearborn Heights, Mich.
The council meetings held on October
14 and December 16 reviewed the
financial status of the three units of the
Ukrainian Catholic Metropolitan Sem–
imary - St. Basil's Prepartory School
and St. Basil's College, both in Stam–
ford. Conn., and St. Josaphat's Seminary in Washington.
The budget for the 1980-81 academic
year was confirmed at 5478,570 with
an anticipated deficit of S320,000.
various approaches to reduce this
deficit were examined, and the individual efforts of the three chanceries
are being coordinated to achieve this

Let us become...

nal love. We also promise to raise our
children to be devoted, good and wise
members of the Church. At the same
time, let us implore Christ, our savior
and benefactor to select from among
our children future pastors for his holy
Ukrainian Orthodox Church.
Renewed by the ray of the star of
Bethlehem, let us sincerely greet one
another as the Church greets us:

(Continued from page 1)
plish for our Church's future growth in
Ukraine. We publish ecclesiastical
books, retain our ancestral rituals,
construct churches and build the Home
of Ukrainian Culture in which we will
preserve the spiritual treasures of our
ancestors and also those treasures
which we ourselves have made.
The Magi from the East,"opening
their treasures, offered Him their gifts
of gold, frankincense and myrrh."
Today we also vow to the infant Christ,
incarnate for our salvation, that we will
place around his manger our most
sincere gifts of piety, mercy and frater–

Sakharov...
(Continued from page 2)
presenting your own arguments to all
the questions raised in this letter and
especially to the following: is the
leadership of the Soviet Academy of
Sciences prepared, in accordance with
the wishes of the world scientific com–
munity. actively to defend my violated
rights and the rights of other repressed
scientists?
is the leadership of the Soviet Aca–
demy of Sciences prepared to demand
my immediate return to Moscow and an
open trial which will determine my guilt
or innocence and, in the event guilt be
determined, will fix the means and term
of my punishment?
is the leadership of the Soviet Aca–
demy of Sciences prepared, decisively,
in deed? and not in words, to defend mc
from blackmail in relation to E. Alek–

CHR1ST 1S BORN! GLOR1FY НІМ!
Mstyslav
Metropolitan
Mark
Archbishop

Orest
Archbishop
Constantine
Archbishop

seeva, a member of my family, and to
help her leave the USSR?
'
І once again direct your attention to
the fact that the position of the Aca–
demy of Sciences and its leadership, not
only in my case but in the cases of other
repressed scientists as well, does not
correspond to the traditional understanding of solidarity among scientists.
At present, scientists are taking on
themselves a large share of responsibi–
iity for the fate of the world and this
obliges them to be independent of the
caste of bureaucratic institutes, especi–
ally the secret police, whether they are
known as the FB1 or the KGB. І am still
hoping that the Academy of Sciences
will display such independence.
Respectfully,
Andrei Sakharov
Member of the Soviet Academy
of Sciences since 1953.
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LA. Ukrainians honor Siuzar
Wilkes-Вагге, Pa.

general, on financial matters, the Svo–
boda Press, the Soyuzivka estate and
the UNA Building.
Mr. Hawrysz ended his address by
thanking the district members for their
support and cooperation and appealed
to all members to do their utmost to
help fill the district's designated mem–
bership quota.
The secretaries who had organizied
new members were then singled out.
Among those cited were vasyl valigun,
ivan Hrynchynshyn, Mr.Stefuryn,
Olha Malishchak, Mrs. Waslawsky,
Kateryna Lukach and Michael Skur–
pon.
in spite of the fact that two branches
have not yet organized any new mem–
bers, the district is determined to fulfill
its quota and to be awarded, for the
third time, a special plaque in recogni–
tion of the fact that all branches have
recruited new members.
The official part of the meeting was
followed by a surprise reception for
Marta Turchyn and Kateryna Lukach,
both long-time UNA activists who were
honored on the occasion of their 80th
birthdays.
Preparations for the event were
overseen by the daughters of the two
octogenarians, Mrs. Waslawsky and
Maria Bolowsky, respectively, who had
a special cake readied for the ocasion.
All present, with the Rev. ivan
Bekedge taking the lead, sang "Mno–
haia Lita," whereupon Mr. Hawrysz,
along with Messrs. Diakiw and Stefu–
ryn, presented the ladies with plaques —
a token of the recognition by the UNA
Executive — commending the ladies

W1LKES-BARRE, Pa. - The
Wilkes-Barre UNA District Committee
held its annual meeting here at the home
of Stanley and Eugenia Waslawsky, on
November 23, 1980. Roman Diakiw,
the district chairman, opened the
meeting by welcoming the participants
and greeting Stefan Hawrysz, UNA
senior field organizer. Wasyl Stefuryn
acted as secretary during the meeting.
in his opening remarks, Mr. Diakiw
noted that the meeting was called with
the aim of reviewing the organizing of
new members and drafting a plan which
would ensure that all district branches
recruit new members.
Mr. Diakiw then gave an extensive
Natalie Siuzar accepts the Ukrainian Culture Center's award from Walter Lesiuk report on the activities of the district
during the year.
and Roman Kulczycky.
Guest speaker at the meeting was Mr.
Hawrysz. He noted that the organizing
LOS ANGELES - Natalie Siuzar,
Ms. Sluzar's topic at the award department set as its goal the recruit–
Assistant to Dr. Stephen Aiello at the ceremonies was"Ethnicity in the 1980s." ment of 4,000 new members but that, as
White House Office for Ethnic Affairs,
Ms. Siuzar arrived in Los Angeles on of October 31, 1980 only 1,629 new
visited southern California from De–
members had been organized. Therecember 13 to 19 under the auspices of December 13, where she was met by Dr.
the Ukrainian Culture Center of Los Kulczycky and Mr. Lesiuk and later fore, he said, the utmost effort should be
that day, was a guest at a dinner hosted made by individual branches to meet
Angeles.
by Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Wasylyn and their respective quotas for new mem–
bers before the end of the year.
their
family.
The highpoint of the visit was the
in his address, Mr. Hawrysz also
presentation1 of the Ukrainian Culture
During her visit, Mr. Siuzar had an alluded to the substantial losses in
Center's Distinguished Public Service opportunity to meet with the pastors
Award to Ms. Siuzar on December 16 and parishioners of both the Nativity of membership incurred during the last 10
by its president. Dr. Roman Kulczycky. the Blessed virgin Mary Ukrainian months.
Mr. Hawrysz then reviewed the dif–
Catholic Church in Hollywood and of
The award was presented in recogni– St. Andrew's Ukrainian Orthodox ferent insurance policies available to
tion of Ms. Sluzar's "significant con– Church in Los Angeles. Ms. Siuzar was prospective clients, focusing on the new
tributions to improving the quality and also a guest at the annual Christmas policy which offers insurance without
effectiveness of communication between dinner of the Kobzar Ukrainian Choir the usually physical check up.
Apart from organizing matters, Mr.
the White House and local communities of Los Angeles.
(Continued on page 11)
Hawrysz reported on UNA activity in
through her work in the Office for
Before her departure on Dec. 19 for
Ethnic Affairs and for her outstanding
work in enhancing the reputation and San Fransisco for a meeting with
in reporting on the general status of
visibility of the Ukrainian American representatives of Chinese American
the UNA, Mrs. Diachuk noted that the
and
Ukrainian
American–
organizations,
community in official Washington
loss of memberhip is presently the
Ms. Siuzar was interviewed by S.
DETROIT - Twenty UN A activists, primary concern of the executive.
circles."
Shumsky of the Ukrainian American including Ulana Diachuk, supreme Although the 1980 organizing drive has
The award also recognized Ms. Slu– radio program.
treasurer, participated in the Detroit brought in, 4,000 new members thus far,
zar's assistance to the Ukrainian Culture
UNA District's organizing meeting held she added that overall economic
Center in its endeavors in the areas of
here at the Ukrainian National Home conditions undercut the net gain in new
institute
public relations, cultural matters and Music
on October 31.
policies and, therefore, organizing
anti-defamation activities.
The meeting, which was attended by efforts must be increased.
representatives from nine UNA
elects officers
The supreme treasurer also spoke
branches, was convened by Roman a b o u t S v o b o d a , The Weekly,
Following presentation of the award,
NEW YORK - The annual meeting Tatarsky, district chairman, with Soyuzivka and two films which the
Walter Lesiuk introduced Mykola
Novak, pioneer immigrant and the first of the New York branch of the Ukrain– Hryhory Korbiak acting as secretary. UNA has contracted Slavko Nowytski
president of the Ukrainian Culture ian Music institute of America was held Also among the participants were UNA to produce, in addition, she touched on
Advisors Eugene Repeta and Roman preparations for new insurance policies,
Center (1944). Mr. Novak presented here on December 6.
Elected to the board were: Kalena Kuropas.
Ms. Siuzar with a copy of his book,
increased dividends for certain policyMr. T a t a r s k y reviewed the holders and the new UNA educational
"Guardians of Ukraine," which is a Chichka-Andrienko, president: Rafael
organizing
efforts
of
each
branch
and
pictorial history of Ukrainian com– Wenke, vice-president; Halyna Myro–
loan program, and reported on rentals
munity in the United States since 1926. shnychehko-Kuzma. secretary: Stcfa– noted that the district had succeeded in in the UNA Building in Jersey City and
nia Nahirny, financial secretary: and bringing in 135 new members, 75 short the Palus Hook apartment complex.
Bohdanna Wolansky and Lev Stru– of its alloted quota.
Mrs. Diachuk also touched on the
in her remarks, Mrs. Diachuk UNA's walk-out at the 13th UCCA
hatsky, auditors.
Apart from the mid-semester exams praised the district for its efforts and Congress. She pointed out that the
and recital-finals, a music festival of relayed greetings from the UNA UNA has not withdrawn from
Ukrainian youth is being planned for Executive Committee, in addtion, she membership in the UCCA.
the 1980^81 academic year. Also partici– acknowledged the branches and their
Mrs. Diachuk explained the reasons
pating in the concert will be the Young secretaries that had managed to secure for the walk-out, including violations of
Dumka Choir, the SUM-A School of at least 10 new members. They were: 'the . UCCA By-laws, procedural
SOMERviLLE, N . J . - Mykola and Ukrainian Subjects, the Self-Reliance Mr. Tatarsky (Branch 94), 36 members;
irregularities and elimination of the
Maria Boychuk. owners of the Holiday School of Ukrainian Subjects, and the Dr. A. Slusarchuk (Branch 174), 27;
rotational basis of the UCCA executive
inn here on Route 22, have donated kindergarten run by Branch 83 of the Stella Fedyk (Branch 292), 10; Mr. vice presidency.
515,000 to the Ukrainian Free Univer– Ukrainian National Women's League Kuropas (Branch 20), 10; and Mr.
During the discussion period
Korbiak (Branch 146), 11.
sity Foundation and 52,000 to the of America.
scholarship fund of the Ukrainian
Mrs. Diachuk also thanked those following Mrs. Diachuk report,
Outstanding students will be asked to
members exchanged views on a wide
National Women's League of America. participate in the banquet marking the who brought in less than 10 members,
range of UNA topics, including UNA
The official presentation of the 75th anniversary of the New York among them, Petro Zahula (Branch policies, dividends and the peed for
donation was to be held during the New UCCA branch as well as at concerts 183), eight members; 1. Litinsky professional insurance salesmen.
Year's Eve ball held at the Holiday inn. organized by the various UM1 bran– (Branch 341), nine; Mykhailo Bober
P. Rohatynsky, head of Branch 75,
in recognition of the donation, the ches, including the concert of outstand– (Branch 235), six; P. Baziuk (Branch
(175). five; M. Shumylo (Branch 110), stated his firm belief that the stand
UFU foundation will set up a scholar- ing UM1 students.
taken by the UNA at the UCCA
ship fund in the name of Mr. and Mrs.
The parents chapter at the institute, three; and Maria Pelechaty (Branch Congress was potentially dangerous,
Bovchuk.
headed by Oksana Lutsky, with ivanna 165), three. Mrs. Diachuk. urged all and he urged that the organization
The Boychuks also made donations Machaj, acting treasurer, is resDonsible district members to intensity their delegate its representatives to the
to other Ukrainian institutions and for financial aid and overseeing the efforts and meet the district's 1980
quota before the end of the year.
scholarship fund.
(Continued on page 11)
organizations.
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Couple donates
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Oliver: implementation of Helsinki Accords is "matter of political will"
Below is thefull text of a statement on
Principle vil (respect for. human rights
and fundamental freedoms) given on
Decembers, 1980, by R. Spencer Oliver,
deputy chairman of the U.S. delegation
to the Madrid Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe.

both governmental and private spheres.
Mr. Chairman, particularly ciose scru–
tiny was used in examining U.S. com–
pliance with the human-rights provi–
sions of Principle v i l — civil and
political as well as economic and social
areas. These latter areas have not been
immune from valid criticism. Our
Mr. Chairman, it is my privilege examination of our own record has
today to address, on behalf of my been objective and thorough. Our effort
delegation, the implementation of is not a legal brief designed to put the
Principle v i l — "human rights and best face on our own case, it has been,
fundamental freedoms, including the and continues to be, a candid and
freedom of thought, conscience, religion factual examination.
and belief." І consider it a privilege to
in addition to the many sources І
address this question, Mr, Chairman, have referred to and editorial press
because it is directly related to the comment in America and other coun–
fundamental tenets of civilized inter- tries, source materials for the study
national behavior.
came from such well-known and repu–
The pledges of Principles vil - to table organizations as Amnesty inter"respect human rights and fundamental national, as well as publications from
freedoms... for all, without distinction other types of sources such as "USA —
as to race, sex, language or religion"... The Secret War Against Dissidents"
to "promote and encourage the effective published by the Novosti Press Agency
exercise of . . . freedoms all of which in Moscow and "Bourgeois Democracy
'derive from the inherent dignity of the Human Rights" published by the USSR
human person" — are the foundation of Academy of Sciences.
І commend our report to other
proper and humane relationships be–
tween government and the governed. delegations as an example of the kind of
One of the earliest and most com– political will that we would like to see
pelling formulations of this philosophy generally demonstrated in order that
on the inherent nature of the rights of the promises we all made in Helsinki are
the human person can be found in indeed honored. We hope, Mr. ChairJacques Maritain's view of the stole man, that our efforts on this project
may be emulated by other governments
tradition which holds:
"The human person possesses rights in the future. Copies of this report are
because of the very, fact that he is a available to each delegation for its
person, a whole, master of himself and perusal.
For the sake of history, let me note
his acts, and which consequently is not
merely a means to an end, but an end, an one t particular section of the report,
end which must be treated as such. The which pertains directly to a question
dignity of the person? The expression about U.S. implementation raised by
means nothing if it does not signify that the Soviet Union at the Belgrade meet–
by virtue of natural law, the human ing. At Belgrade, the Soviet delegation
person has the right to be respected, is expressed concern for the plight of the
the subject of rights, possesses rights. Wilmington 10 — nine men and one
These are things which are owed to man woman who were imprisoned in the
because of the very fact that he is man." United States on what many considered
For these reasons, as well as. others, to be politically and racially motivated
Mr. Chairman, Principle vil is of great charges. Under the leadership of Attor–
concern to the American people and to ney General Griffin Bell, now chairman
my government. We recognize, of of our delegation here in Madrid, the
course, that all of the 10 principles Justice Department intervened twice in
guiding relations among states are federal court on behalf of the Wilming–
equally binding, as are all sections and ton 10: The Commission on Security
provisions of the Final Act. it is im– and Cooperation in Europe also under–
portant to note, however, that the took an exhaustive examination of the
concept of Principle vil is a dynamic Wilmington 10 case. І personally interone, one that calls for scrupulous and viewed the Rev. Ben Chavis, the leader
conscientious elaboration through law of the Wilmington 10, in North Carolina
and practice. Of all the Principles in the State Prison, and reviewed his case at
Helsinki Final Act, Principle vil length with the counsel to the governor
requires the most meticulous care and of North Carolina. Mr. Chairman, Ben
vigorous efforts to insure that its Chavis is now a free man, as are all
commitments are made part of the members of the Wilmington 10.. He
stopped by my office a few months ago
actual daily lives of our citizens.
to tell us that he was now the chairman
My government is willing to take the of the Helsinki Monitoring Committee
care needed to .realize that noble goals of the United Church of Christ's Com–
set forth in each and every provision of mittee on Racial Justice.
the Helsinki Final Act. We are willing to
My country has been accused by
subject ourselves to close and continuing
representatives of some signatory states
scrutiny in that, regard, indeed, Mr.
of seeking to.emphasize the civil and
Chairman, last year my country's Cornpolitical rights provisions of the Helsinki
mission on Security and Cooperation in
Final Act while ignoring other provi–
Europe, with which 1 .am associated,
sions on economic and social rights.
published a comprehensive report on
І do not believe this charge can be
American compliance with the prcvi–
substantiated. American history is rich
sions of the Helsinki Final Act. The title
in examples of attention to social and
of the report is "Fulfilling our Promises:
economic needs, in the 19th century
The United States and the Helsinki
Samual Gompers created a great tradeFinal Act." it was prepared by the,
union movement to fight for the rights
commission with the full support and
of American workers. During the great
cooperation of the president of the
depression, one of the four freedoms
United States, 22 government agencies
proclaimed by Franklin Roosevelt was
and scores of private groups and indivi–
"freedom from want." Following World
dual American citizens.
War H, our government, in the Marshall
The report evalutes in detail U.S. Plan, offered our assistance to all the
implementation of the Final Act by countries of Europe for their economic
examining allegations of American recovery. And we are proud to be in the
shortcomings from other signatories forefront of those countries which have
and private groups and by giving an provided major economic assistance to
account of positive achievements in the developing world.

We are also prepared to commend writer now beginning a 12-year sentence
progress made by other countries in for his support of workers' rights;
e Ukrainian Helsinki group member
fulfilling social and economic rights.
We know, for example, that the Soviet Oleksa Tykhy, about whom my delega–
Union has instituted education and tion spoke at Belgrade and who is still in
health-^care systems that do it great a Soviet labor camp serving a 15-year
sentence;
credit.
" Lithuanian Helsinki group member
My country has also been charged
with emphasizing human rights under vytautas Skuddys, a geologist and a
Principle vil at the expense of other fighter for Catholic rights, who was
provisions of the Final Act. This is born in the United States and is current–
simply not true, Mr.. Chairman. Our ly imprisoned in vilnius;
delegation has come to Madrid, as we , " Armenian Helsinki Group member
went to Belgrade, fully prepared and Eduard Arutunyan, an economist who
competent to discuss and deal with all is serving out his two and one-half-year
sections of the Final Act. What we are term in a Soviet labor camp;
" igor Guberman, an editor of the
not prepared to do, however, is to sit
silently by while any signatory country unoffical journal "Jews in the USSR,"
ignores clearly stated and significant who on March 18, 1980, was given a
provisions of the Final Act. A consistent five-year term of imprisonment for his
failure to adhere to these provisions activities;
e. Crimean Tatar activist Mustafa
cannot be ignored by my delegation, by
this meeting, or by the world at large. Dzhemilev, who has spent 10 years in
At Belgrade, the Soviet Union refused soviet labor camps, and in March 1979
to even allow the words "human rights" received an additional four-year term of
to be mentioned in,the co"ncluding Siberian exile for a minor infraction of
document and then hailed its veto as a surveillance rules in a legal proceeding
great victory. Any nation can refuse that lasted only 10 minutes;
e Baptist minister Pyotr Rumachik,
consensus. What no participating state
can do, however, and what could not be who has already been imprisoned for 14
years
for his ministry, was again arrested
done at Belgrade, is to prevent my
delegation and others from expressing on August 5, 1980, and is currently
our regret, condemnation and profound awaiting trial; and
" Former coal miner viadimir Kle–
disappointment at the human damage
created by repeated violations of Prin– banov, who orgainized an independent
trade
union, the AFTU, who, in reprisal
ciple vil and other human-rights provisions of the Helsinki Final Act. for such activities was' placed in a psy–
My delegation raises these unpleasant chiatric ward and, who, despite my dele–
questions in the firm recognition that gation's protests at the Belgrade meeting
human rights are no less important to over his detention, today is in a special
security and cooperation in Europe psychiatric hospital in Ukraine.
These are not merely names on a list
than industrial cooperation, confidencebuilding measures, scientific exchanges, of people who have been imprisoned for
trade agreements, cultural agreements their beliefs and for seeking to exercise
or any of the other provisions found in fundamental human freedoms. They
are human beings - and there are many
the Final Act.
indeed, Mr. Chairman, does it not others like them - whose government
detract from these important provisions made certain solemn promises at Hel–
when men and women who have done sinki five years ago, promises td respect
nothing more than seek to exercise human rights and fundamental free–
universally recognized human rights doms. And to each of these names there
and fundamental freedoms are svste– is a story, Mr. Chairman, a tragic story
matically intimidated,harassed,arrested, of human suffering in violation of
imprisoned and exiled? How much solemn promises. 1 will not recount
confidence can we have in any govern– those tragic stories here today, for many
ment that engages in such practices? of them are well-known to most of our
Can anyone be surprised when public governments and they are known
opinion in America turns against coop– throughout the world. For those who
erative arrangements with countries may not know them, we can make the
whose workers are imprisoned for facts surrounding these human tragedies
merely criticizing working conditions? available in detaii, to all delegations
Can anyone be surprised when the represented here around this table.
Sadly, these human tragedies are not
American people, to whom freedom of
religion is so basic, express concern confined to the USSR. in. Czecho–
about our doing business with nations Slovakia, members of Charter 77,
in which the state attempts to control vaclav Benda, Jiri Dienstbier, Peter
almost all aspects of religious life in Uhl, Albert Cerny, vaclav Havel and
v i o l a t i o n of P r i n c i p l e v i l ? others, have also been arrested and
There should be no surprise when imprisoned.
The stated aim of Charter 77 was to
there is indignation among free people
at the imprisonment of men and women call on the Czecho-Slovak government
to
observe its own constitution and its
whose only crime is that they speak out
as human beings. Therefore, Mr. Chair- commitments under international
man, nobody should be surprised when, agreements. Since 1977, charter mem–
as Dr. Philip Handler stated earlier this bership has grown to 1,000 people,
week, thousands of American scientists including workers, young people and
refuse cooperation with the Soviet intellectuals. Rather than enter into a
Union while Andrei Sakharov sits in dialogue with those concerned Czechoexile in Gorky, isolated from his friends, Slovak citizens, the government has
his family, and his colleagues for merely undertaken a campaign of repression,
speaking out against the denial of including job expulsions, house searclj–
human rights and fundamental free– es, interrogations, arrests and imprison–
ment. in response to such government
doms.
actions, another citizens' group was
The chairman of our delegation has organized, the Committee for the De–
already referred to the tragic and fense of the" Unjust,ly Persecuted
unjustified imprisonment ofYuriOrlov, (vONS).
Over the past three years, over 1,000
viktoras Petkus and Mykola Rudenko.
There are others, not so well-known, documents on violations of human
who are currently serving long prison rights in. Czecho-Slovakia have been
issued by number of vONS and the
terms:
" Moscow Helsinki group member charter. Although there have been some
(Continued on page 13)
viktor Nekipelov, a pharmacist and
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A Christinas story
THE!

CIOEOM^,SVOBODA

UkroinianWeekly
The avatar of hope
As Easter symbolizes rebirth and redemption. Christmas, the day
of our Savior's birth, is the avatar of great hope, it is the capacity for
hope that makes us Christians and makes us men. in a religious
sense, hope" illuminates the struggle over temporality, it is the soul
attesting its eternity, in a secular sense, hope is the well-spring of
endeavor, the taproot of courage, nobility and triumph over
adversity.
As we prepare to celebrate the birth of the Son of God, let us
pause and reflect on our own capabilities, as individuals and as a
community, to garner and sustain hope in our lives. As American
theologian Jenkin Llyod Jones once wrote, "(one) cannot put a
great hope into a small soul."
To understand the true meaning and hope implicit in Christ's
birth, then, we must first understand the meaning of his life and
example, it is the acceptance of. Christ's principles — love,
brotherhood, tolerance — that expands the soul and facilitates the
emergence of true hope.
On Christmas Day — with our hope renewed by the coming of the
Christ-Child — let us also pause to pray for our brothers and sisters
in Ukraine. They are forced to celebrate this glorious day under a
regime that has turned its back on God. The Soviet Union is a
country without hope, as atheism is the death of hope, the suicide of
the collective as well as the individual soul.
But although they must worship secretly or in churches of a faith
that is not their own, our fellow Ukrainians are not without hope.
As Ukraine's history is filled with adversity,sadness and suffering, it
is also filled with courage, faith and a hope in the future that can
only stem.from a abiding faith in. Christianity. The Ukrainian
, nation will survive as Christianity has survived.
Let us pray on this holy day that our brothers'and sisters' hope,
and ours, will one day be realized so that we can once again
celebrate Christ's birth truly as one nation in our homeland.

The vision of St. Barfalomae
by Orest Kopanycia
Well they give me all kinds of advice designed
to enlighten me
When l tell them that l'm doing fine watching
shadows on the wall...
- "Watching the Wheels"by John Lennon
Part І
"So, vitia, will this be your third or fourth Christmas with me? Goodness, it has to be the
fourth! Yes, indeed."
"it's only going to be the second," corrected the young man in a subdued tone, "only the
second."
The wind swept down Rathausplatzstrasse, scattering chips of crystalline snow in its path,
it dusted the shop window behind which the young man now stood, in front of him, the
wood-carved animals and beggarmen" shivered in the wintery glow. Somehow the snow
seemed different, it reminded him of the snows back' home (or what used to be home), it was
wild, indifferent to where it fell, whom it encumbered...
БОГ ПРЕДВІЧНИЙ НАРОДИВСЯ
ПРИЙШОВ ДНЕСЬ ІЗ НЕБЕС ...
A movement at Hofftrauer's Foto startled him momentarily. Only the wind. Across the
broad, ice-covered street and through the old archway on Maximilianstrasse shadows quietly
awaited him. "You won't get me," he murmured to them.
Berchtesgaden had grown solemn despite the unexpected blizzard. Up to an hour ago, the
villagers had been busily scurrying about, buying last-minute groceries (always the foodl) and
countless pretty packages wrapped in aluminum paper. Now everything was still. Even the
tourists, of which there were many, had come down from Mount Jenner, put away their skis,
warmed spiced Liebfraumilch, and gone behind the rustic hillside confines of Hotel Geiger to
shower, soothe the day's battle scars and dress for supper, in the view from the shop, lighted
candles appeared in windows beckoning all to Christmas Eve dinner.
The wind howled loudly again, and the woman behind him mentioned in her usual matterof-fact tone that no one would be going to Midnight Mass in weather like this, vitia did not
respond immediately, distracted, instead, by a stirring at Ransomes Food Mart across the
street. There it .was! Probably iusi fuzzy-faced Ransome leaving with the day's profits, he
thought.
"Will you at least try to make Mass this year, vitia? it might do you some good. The snow
won't hurt a man your age. Moreover, you've become very bitter and irresponsible lately,
preoccupied with things 1 do not care to understand. Mencken told me that you even snapped
at him the other day. Nice,ojd Herr Mencken! Whatever fjor.?!.Remember, you came here
without a penny to your name. No family that wanted you. No anything. He was kind enough to
give you a job on the tourboats right away. Against the law even. He could have gone to jail
because of you, and still you pick on him. Yes, yes, you'd better go to Mass no matter what
kind of weather it is outside.
ITS NOT MASS, VITIA. ITS LITURGY,
IN THE EASTERN CHURCH WE HAVE LITURGY.
ROMAN CATHOLICS HAVE MASS...
AH, WHATS THE USE,
YOU DONT GO ANYWAY.
".. .and say a prayer of thanksgiving to God for me. l'd go myself but you know how warm 1 get
in crowds. And my legs., ."
"Why don't you cut out the baloney, Madam Schuher," he blurted, turning his head from
the window and using the word "madam" accusingly, "!'m tired of listening to how sore your
feet are and l'm amazed that you can go on dissecting my soul and reminding me of whom І
owe what, when you know damn well why 1 came here. And it certainly wasn't for your charity
and lectures."
"Well, you arrogant.. .1 had hoped that by now you would have mellowed. But no, you've
become worse. What devil is that inside of you, vitia Yurkovych? І wish 1.. .what"s the matter?"
vitia again moved to the window and pressed his large dark-eyes to the cold, misty pane.
Another movement. The black shadow lumbered down Ransomes steps and moved gingerly
across the glazed pavement to a spot near the corner of the market building. The man in the
heavy hooded fur coat laid down the sack he was carrying, untied the rope that bound it and
removed a long cylindrical object from inside, pointing it at the shop, vitia's mind went into a
panic. A gun! He's going to fire a g u n . . ,
АНГЕЛЕ ХОРОНИТЕЛЮ МІЙ...
The young man drew in his breath and leaped toward the landlady.
Т И ВСЕ П Р И М Е Н І СТІЙ...
"Get down!" he cried. "Some maniac out there is aiming a gun at this place!"
"Whaaa..." Before she could utter her surprise, vitia had surounded her.ample waist and
flung the woman to the floor, hurting'her left elbow and dislocating h'ef buffont wig,She fell
with a thud..
,
"Have you gone out of your mind?" she exclaimed in obvious pain. "Who would do such a
thing?On Christmas Eve? You're nuts, that's the only thing l'm sure of anymore!"
"Shut up, woman, and keep your head down unless you'd like to spend Christmas Day in
the Schriftskirche Cemetery!" ,
The landlady became silent, turning her attentions to the wounds she had sustained.
vitia moved his body upward quickly and peered over the window sill. The shadowy
gunman was gone! The young man blinked and let the bottom of his mouth fall open in
(Continued on page 10)
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WINNIPEG - A review of the

Letter to the editor

Report on Bunda
Dear Editor:
Since 1 am maintaining my legal
standing as a congressional candidate
and continuing fund-raising activities
for a future campaign, 1 wish to keep the
Ukrainian American community informed of the latest developments. My
last report, submitted in July 1980,
indicated total contributions of Si,574
and net cash on hand after expenses of
S480.75.
Since that time, there has been, a
remarkable and very gratifying turnaround in support for my potential
candidacy by thr general Ukrainian
American community. As of E)ecember
1980, the Bunda for Congress campaign
has received total contributions of
58,428.22 from Ukrainians acrossAme-–
rica. The total number of contributors
is 364. The average contribution is S23.

Seek information on
Lviv massacre
TORRANCE, Calif. - T h e institute
for Historical Review here is planning
to publish material concerning the socalled Lviv Massacre, a 1941 incident in
which the Soviets murdered Ukrainians
and Poles in Galicia's largest city.
The institute, which has recently
republished the book, "The Crime of
Moscow in vynnytsia," is currently
seeking any information about the
massacre. All pertinent data should be
sent to the institute for Historical
Review. P.O. Box 1306, Torrance,
Calif. 90505.
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testified to certain tendencies which
were directed towards a change in the
character and structure of our organiza–
(Continued from page 1)
tion.... This fact resulted in a situation
whereby it became necessary to again
The issues that are considered to be of emphasize bluntly and with complete
and to "the investment possibilities of
art" on the other. Ultimately, Mr. utmost importance by the Ukrainian clarity the character and framework of
Kurelek's work is dismissed as that of a side were discussed at two meetings in our organization, to recognize the fact
"backyard painter": — "Mr. Kurelek is -the Central Committee of the PUWP that ail discussions about developing
far more convincing as a narrator of between USKT representatives and the activities of the society can only
personal homilies than he is as an Jerzy Klica, deputy head of theadminis– beconducted n the basis of its existing
trative department of the PUWP Cen– platform, at the heart of which lies the
artist."
in response to Mr. Marcoe's review, tral Committee, on 1October 16 and principle of8 a cultural-educational
^ ,
Gordon Nickel of Winnipeg suggests November 14, 1980.- These included organization.
From the above, it is apparent that a
that Mr. Marcoe has overlooked and is higher salaries and more positions for
completely unresponsive to the "joy and full-time USKT functionaries; radical group within the USKT had
devotion as an esthetic quality" which, accommodations for the larger USKT already begun to make its presence felt
he feels is an essential component as groups; national exposure for Ukrai– at the seventh congress of the USKT
well as a quality which many viewers nian folk groups in Poland; USKT held on June 29, 1980. However, press
participation in the preservation of reports at the time — i.e., before the
find in the artist's work.
The second response to the review Ukrainian cultural monuments in Po– strike movement in Poland, gave no
came from students, grades 5 and 6, land; wider popularization of USKT indication of9 dissension within the
from the General Уапіег School who activities in the Polish mass media; USKT ranks. it was only after the
had visited the Ukrainian Cultural and publication of larger editions of the situation in Poland had fundamentally
Educational. Centre. The letters from annual Ukrainskyi Kalendar; "a com– changed during th^ summer that the
the students expressed outright indigna– plex of problems" associated with the views expressed by the radicals became
tion and also asserted the validity of teaching of the Ukrainian language in known to a wide audience.
The position of the radicals was put
individual (their own) responses to the the school 4system; and the question of
forth at several meetings of the USKT
painting of Mr. Kurelek, stating expli– censorship.
After the second meeting with Mr. regional "aktivs" convened in October.
city that "just because we are minors
doesn't mean we don't know anything Klica, Nashe Slovo reported that "all of At the first such meeting, held in
on art or the topic on which we write to' these questions will be resolved within a Olsztyn on October 12, the organizers
you."
positive framework. Some are being felt compelled "above all to inform the
The third response was from Orysia resolved now, while others will be the activists of the legal directives governing
Tracz of Winnipeg who found the subject to working discussions with the the existence and activity of the soci–
review "unobjective." "it seemed appropriate ministries and agencies." ety"io This would seem to indicate that
almost a personal attack upon the At the same time, however, several at least some members of the Olsztyn
issues raised by the Ukrainians were organization sought to broaden the
artist...," writes Mrs. Tracz.
Apart from the antagonistic tone of postponed for examination at a later USKTs activities beyond its established
the review, Mrs. Tracz points out that time. These included changes in the legal limits. This is confirmed bv the fact
Mr. Marcoe "seems to have confused organizational structure of the USKT; that four days after the Olsztyn meeting
technique with theme and style,"adding the question of increased subsidies for the central leadership of the USKT held
that "while Mr. Kurelek's style may be the organization; and the creation of a5 its first meeting with representatives of
too 'simple' for Mr. Marcoe's liking, his U k r a i n i a n t o u r i n g t h e a t e r . the PUWP. Central. Committee. The
Two days.later, on November 16, the main topic on the agenda was the results
technique should not be dismissed as
USKT convened the second plenum of its of the seventh congress and the Olsztyn
that of a "backyard artist."
main board to discuss the results of its meeting." Another meeting of local
negotiations with Mr. Klica.6 in its activists was held in Koszalin in Octo–
initial report on the plenum, Nashe ber 19 where, according to Nashe Slovo,
Slovo described its proceedings as a broad complex of problems directly
"wide-ranging, at times stormy and related to the activities of the organiza–
polemical." The discussion is said to tion were discussed, as well as those
The net cash on hand after expenses is have focused on "the most crucial which, although they concern the pro–
problems of the cultural and educational blem of the Ukrainian population,
55,549.22.
activities of the society." According to nonetheless go beyond the frameThe Bunda for. Congress campaign the report, the participants "pointed to work of the statutes governing the
the
need to significantly activate the society."12 A third meeting, held in Jaso
treasurer has decided to invest 55,300 in
stocks. At current stock prices,, the society's work, to enrich it with new on October 26, featured a one-and-aBunda for Congress campaign is likely forms and to broaden it." At the same half hour "explanatory" speech on the
to show a net investment profit after time the report leaves no doubt that Polish law "On Societies." This meeting
there were fundamental differences of also witnessed critical remarks concerri–
taxes of S700 for 1980.
opinion regarding how best to achieve ing the central government's decision to
Polonize the names of various Ukrainian
While my campaign has been slowly these aims.
Nashe Slovo writes that: "although village"! in southeastern Poland.13
building a financial base, 1 have con–
tinued my intense involvement in local the efforts of the participants in the
in spite of what appears to have been
New Jersey politics, gaining the experi– discussion centered, in the main, on the a determined effort on the part of the
ence necessary to fashion a winning common denominator — namely, deve– more extremist elements within the
congressional campaign when the tiirie loping the work (of the society) to the USKT, it seems clear that, for the
level of existing needs - nonetheless
is right.
the ways to realize this end differed. An moment, the views of the moderates
have prevailed. Their position was no
During the past few months, 1 have example of this was the proposals made doubt strengthened by the significant
also been active in the affairs of the by certain speakers to convene an concessions made by the authorities in
newly formed Slavic American Nation– extraordinary congress of the society." Warsaw on many of the issues raised in
This move, adds the newspaper, was
al Association (SANA). І was recently
the course of meetings with representa–
elected as a director to the executive defeated by a margin of 247 votes to tives of the Central Committee and the
board of this association. The executive three, with four abstentions.
Ministry of internal Affairs.14 However,
A much more explicit characterization it would be naive to assume that all of
board consists of 26 members repre–
senting every Slavic American com– of the differences within the USKT the outstanding problems and diffe–
munity. We are making plans to estpb– appeared in a subsequent report on the rences characterizing Polish-Ukrainian
lish a social and political presence in second plenum, where it became ob– relations, many of which have a histori–
Washington as sbon as possible to vious that the cardinal issue separating cal basis dating back several centuries,
advance the interest of all Slavic'Ameri– the moderates from the radicals con– have finally been resoved. An indica–
cerned the very basis upon which tion of how sensitive and complex the
cans.
Ukrainian life in Poland is organized - problem is can be judged from the
І invite my fellow Ukrainian^Ameri– i.e., should the USKT limit its activities impressions of an American journalist
to
social, cultural and educational visiting Poland, who reported that
cans to continue their support of my
campaign so that it may soon be pos– areas, or should it be transformed although Poles felt resentment against
sible to see a Ukrainian American in into something approximating a politi– Germans and Russians because of the
Congress. Please send your tax-deduc– cal organization?
war, "a special hatred is maintained,
tible contributions to Bunda foe Con–
The essence of this dispute was however, for the Ukrainians, who killed
gress, 691 Union Ave., Lyndhurst, N.J. conveyed to Nashe Slovo's readers in many Poles during World War 11." The
07071. Thank You.
journalist then cites a visiting American,
the following manner.
"However, the plenary discussion, as who gave the following description of
his Polish relative's view of Polish–
Stephen M. Bunda well as the materials of the (seventh)
(Continutd on pace 15)
Lyndhurst, N.J. congress and the (aktiv) meetings,

Newspaper's review of Kurelek works Ukrainian...
sparks strong reader response
in Poland has existed since 1956.
William Kurelek exhibit at Gallery
Oseredok by Leonard Marcoe, art critic
for the Winnipeg Free Press, elicited
numerous responses which were later
published by the paper. The review
appeared in the October 22 issue.
The letters which were sent in to the
editor took issue with both the tone and
content of Mr. Marcoe's review.
Starting from the standpoint that
"other than quantity and the concentrat–
ea evangelical contents, the works (of
Mr. Kurelek) are favored with little other
distinction - certainly not artistic,"
Mr. Marcoe goes on to say that it is the
narrative content which constitutes the
"obvious appeal" of Mr. Kurelek's
work.
in speaking of the evident didactic
and moralistic tendencies in the artist's
work, Mr. Marcoe writes that the "purpose was to deliver a message that pre–
cluded any esthetic concern." He goes
on to say that "explorations of color or
techniques were completely irrelevant
and were^ considered indulgent."
Mr. Macoe discredits Mr. Kurelek's
work, saying that at best, it can be
designated as either a documentary
form (whose aim is to "record the lives
of early Canadian settlers from Ukraine
with an eye to conservation of their
heritage...") or as "illustrative art" or
"allegorical narratives."
As to the popularity of Mr. Kurelek's
art, Mr. Marcoe ascribes it, on one
hand, to "the popularity of the folk art
idioms (they are also so very direct) and
the attraction to an innocent audience
who shunned all modernism in art...",

^
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Evanko: taking "a new step every day."
auditioned and you get a rejection immediately, it's
by Adriana Rohowsky
very hard to deal with."
He is a handsome man of medium height with a wide
Since 1968, Mr. Evanko has lived in New York—–
expressive face framed by straight dark hair. His eyes except for two years when he was doing the Stratford
sparkle; his voice is smooth, touched with a Canadian
Festival in Ontario. He has been in two Broadway
accent. He appears to be in his mid 30s, but refuses to productions, "Rex" and "Canterbury Tales." for
be specific about his age.
which he won a Theatre World Award. He has also
Ed Evanko is a singer and actor, but does not like to appeared in off-Broadway productions, with Benjamin
categorize himself. "When l'm singing l'm a singer, Britten's English Opera Company, the Welsh National
when l'm acting l'm an actor, when l'm dancing l'm a Opera, as well as in regional, repertory and stock
dancer." he says.
theatres, in Canada, he had his own television variety
Mr. Evanko is currently doing all three at the St. show.
Regis Hotel in a musical revue called "Rhapsody in
For Mr. Evanko. the important thing is not where
Gefshwin". He has mixed feelings about the show — you perform but that the people involved with a
the stage is very small and much of the audience eats production show a sense of professionalism.
dinner during the performance, he points out.
"The main difference between working in a
"The audiences are okay. Sometimes they haven't professional atmosphere and one that's not is a feeling
come to sec the show, which means you have to win of confidence that everything is going to go as planned,
them over, in a theatre, chances are they've come to see it could be in a small town somewhere, but if the
the show, and they sit facing you. That makes a people l'm working with are good and know wnat
difference."
they're doing, then Г1І enjoy it. " he stresses.
The Winnipeg-born performer explains that "at the
Mr. Evanko does not always enjoy his work,
very root of what 1 do is my Ukrainian heritage."
"There is a feeling among Ukrainians that dancing however. "Sometimes 1 just don't want to do it.
Sometimes the audience is terrible. But it's my job. 1
and singing are natural expressions," he says. "You do don't think constant happiness is possible."
it all the time. 1 was singing before 1 knew what 1 was
When he's upset or unhappy, Mr. Evanko says he
doing."
Mr. Evanko does not know exactly why or when he uses these emotions in his work. "That's one of the
went into acting, "it happened gradually. " he most wonderful things about being an artist. Yuu can
explains. "You ask yourself:. Can 1 do this? And do what a lot of ordinary people are unable to do answer: 1 don't know. After 20 years in the business use those feelings in your work."
you still ask the same question and give the same reply.
Though there are many characters that he would
You keep thinking someone's going to come along like to play. Mr. Evanko will not discuss them. One
tomorrow and say: You're just not talented. Go and that he enjoyed playing was Robert in Steven
get a day job."
Sondheim's "Comedy," which he performed in
Proving yourself is "nonstop" lor an entertainer, repertory. He laughs nervously as he decribes Robert:
according to Mr. Evanko. mil he feels he owes this to "He was very mixed up and very troubled about his
those "who have encouraged me. taught me and given private life and his relationship with his friends. But he
me an indication of where my talents are."
also had a sense of humor about his situation."
And. he feels that acting is a 24-hour job. Besides his
in regard to his own situation. Mr. Evanko says that
performances at the St. Regis he takes acting lessons
every day and does concerts from time to time. if he could start his life over again he "would be less
concerned
about what people think of me."
"My life is very much tied in with my work." he
notes. "1 never have a 'weekend.' І guess it's both a
"You spend so much time in this business trying to
blessing and a curse to make a living doing something be all things to all people and get hired. So if someone
that you're so tied up in. But when you've just asks: Can you dance?
Sure; Can you sing? — Oh

І

Tuesday, January 6
" "The Ukrainian Cultural
Hour" radio program will broadcast
a special Christmas Eve program at
6:30 p.m. on Station WDLC in Port
Jervis N.Y., on 1490 AM and 96.7
FM.
Wednesday, January 7
e "The Ukrainian Melody Hour,"
directed by Roman Marynovych will
present a Christmas program at 9
a.m.. Station WHB1 105.9 FM in
New York.
Friday, January 9
e^The Literary Art Club of New
York will hold a Christmas-New
Year program featuring the theatrical
ensemble "We're from Ukraine"
under the direction of Oleksij Zhur–
ba, with Eveline Beluz, Lilia Kruh–
liak, Leonid verbitsky and Oleksa
visnyk. The program starts at 7 p.m.
Saturday, January 10
' The Cheremosh Hutsul Associa–
tion of Philadelphia will hold a New
Year dance at 8:30 p.m. at the Ukrai–
nian hall at Ditman and Diston
Streets. Music will be provided by
Chervona Kalyna. Admission S7;
students - S5.

" Branch 33 of the Organization
for the Defense of Four Freedoms
for Ukraine (New Brunswick. Bound
Brook and Manville, N.J.) will hold a
New Year dance at 8 p.m. at the
ballroom of vFW, 6000 Washington
Ave., Manville, N.J. Music will be
provided by Tempo.
" The Ukrainian Culture Center of
Los Angeles will hold its annual
Malanka at 9 p.m. For table reser–
vations, call (213) 665-3703 between
7 and 9 p.m.
Saturday, January 17
" Ukrainians of the Washington
metropolitan area will hold a Ma–
lanka with a presentation of debu–
tantes at lndian Spring Country
Club, Silver Springs. Md. For
further information call (703) 9782871.
Thursday, January 22
" The Ukrainian Culture Center
will hold a flag-rising ceremony to
commemorate the 63rd anniversary
of the Proclamation of Ukrainian
independence in Kiev. The ceremony
will be held at 9:30 a.m. on the steps
of Los Angeles City Hall.

Ed Evanko
God, yes; Can you act? - Well, of course! Can you
ride a horse, can you swim, can you play tennis? Until
suddenly you have to say: Stop — 1 have to choose
what 1 want to do, what 1 think 1 do best and not try to
do everything. І can't please everyone and not please
myself," he emphasizes.
Mr. Evanko has decided to try to narrow his range
and concentrate on one facet of his art. "1 just think І
can't do all of it. it's impossible - you just tear
yourself apart." "l'm not sure which is the best thing to
concentrate on. but l'm moving into singing more than
acting." he adds.
Mr. Evanko also says he hopes to one day teach
acting and direct a production of his own. And. if the
right Broadway show came along,
one with
"singable" music
he would grab it.
A line from one of George Gershwin's songs - a line
that Mr. Evanko sings with great vitality and spunk
during his St. Regis Hotel show - could very well
serve as the performer's personal motto: "ГІІ lake the
stairway to paradise with a new step everyday."

A Ukrainian Christmas Story,"
fictional film, is released
PHILADELPHIA - A зо-minute tilni available that is similar in any way
color film, "A Ukrainian Christmas
Story," which is believed to be the only
fictional film about Ukrainians in the
United States, has been completed and
is available for distribution through La
Salle College.
Copies of the film, which was pro–
duced under a 552.110 ethnic heritage
studies grant from the U.S. Office of
Education, can be obtained by contact–
ing Dr. Leo Rudnytzky. professor of
German and Slavic languages at La
Salle. who coordinated the project. The
Q-TAR Company, a Hollywood-based
firm, handled the production.
Dr. Rudnytzky said that the film
highlights diverse cultural aspects and
ethical values of the Ukrainian heritage
and Ukrainian American experience
through a series of vignettes, narrated
from the point-of-view of a child, which
describe life in a Ukrainian community.
The film, which is available both in
16mm film and 3 4-inch videotape, is
suitable for viewing by both children
and adults, it will be offered for dis–
tribution to summer camps, youth
organizations, libraries and educational
agencies throughout the nation, parti–
cularly where there are large concenira–
tions of Ukrainian Americans.
"Despite the presence of large num–
neiN ol Ukrainian Americans in our
country's major cities," said Dr. Rud–
nytzky. "there is no English-language

to 'A Ukrainian Christman Story.' The
only films now available are typically
historical. They fail to present an
adequate portrait of contemporary
Ukrainian American culture and life."
The film may be obtained free of
charge (except for the cost of shipping
and insurance) by writing to Dr. Rud–
nytzkv. at La Salle College. Philadelphia
19141'.
The film has had its successful debut
on television. WPvi-Tv–^ Channel6 in
Philadelphia
showed it on Sunday,
December 28. 1980. it was aired as a
Christmas special which also included a
discussion of the film and the issues
raised in it. The group of panelists who
participated in the discussion included
Profs. Rudnytzky. coordinator of the
project. Bernhardt G. Blumcnthal,
chairman of the department of foreign
languages of La Salle College, M iroslav
Labunka, associate professor of history
at La Salle. anKNadia Oransky, who
played the role of the mother in the film.
The moderator of the panel was Gloria

Easton of WPVI-TV.
The discussion focused on ethnic and
spiritual values inherent in the Ukrai–
nian community and their applicability
to life in the United States, in addition,
Ms. Easton also touched on various
universal problems referred to in the
film - e.g. the generation gap, father
and son conflict, life in a multicultural
society and the members of the panel
responded to these issues.
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

'Twas the weekend before December
25, and all through the town 'twas the
time for Ukrainian carol singing, treelighting ceremonies, Christmas bazaars
and visits from St. Nicholas.
i'm referring to the weekend of De–
cember 20-21, when a good many New
York organizations gathered for their
annual Christmas festivities.
A fitting prelude to the weekend's
events was the December 19 Christmas
tree lighting held by the New York
Regional Council of the Ukrainian
National Women's League of America.
The tree, with lights ablaze as a symbol
of solidarity with Ukrainian women
and the children of Ukrainian dissi–
dents, is decorated with 52 yellow
ribbon bows in memory of the 52
Americans who are being held hostage
in iran. it stands on the second-floor
balcony of the Self-Reliance Federal
Credit Union building, which houses
the. offices of the New York Regional
Council, the national UNWLA headquarters and the offices of its official
publication. Our Life.
Among those participating in the
ceremonies and the caroling were Mi–
chael Spontak, president of the United
Ukrainian American Organizations of
New York, and Roman Huhlewych,
president of the Self-Reliance Federal
Credit Union. During the events, Re–
gional Council president Oksaha Sz–
czur gave a talk on the correct setting
and decoration of a Ukrainian Christmas Eve table, which, she said, should
be covered by an unadorned white cloth
and should include a candle-topped
kolach, hay and cloves of garlic.
On December 20, St. Nicholas was
busy with visits to the Plast center, and
the SUM-A School of Ukrainian Sub–
jects at the Ukrainian Liberation Front
Home on Second Avenue. At the Plast
center, the youngest Plast members
surprised the venerable gentleman with
a playlet titled "St. Nicholas's Night."
SUM-A students were also ready
with a playlet when St. Nicholas arrived
with an escort of eight angels. School
director Pauline Andrienko-Danchuk
supervised the performance bf "The
visit of St. Nicholas" and a program of
recitations, songs and carols.
At the Ukrainian institute of Ameri–
ca that evening, Ukrainian carols sung
by. soprano Christine Karpevych delighted a group of 70 persons gathered
around the Christmas tree for the
annual "Yalynka" party of the New
York branch of the Society of Ukrai–
nian Engineers. Prof. Taras Hrycay of
Rutgers University read a humorous
poem, and Mark Zubar of Philadel–
phia, an architect who has turned his
talents to creating giant metal sculp–
tures and beautiful stained-glass win–
dows, showed slides of his colorful
work. Branch president Maria Honcha–
renko distributed gifts to members of
the society in recognition of outstand–
ing zeal.
On Sunday the 21st, St. Nicholas
came uptown to, Manhattan's Upper
West Side. Accompanied by two little
angels, he paid a visit to the parish of St.
viadimir Ukrainian Orthodox Church
at 160 W. 82nd St..where hedistributed
gifts to the children and also handed out
presents to such devoted parish workers
as Jeanette Kurawsky, president of the
sisterhood. As a.thank you to St.
Nicholas, the youngsters recited poems
and showed off their skills in playing the
piano and the bandura.

Meanwhile, there was a clatter of
activity downtown at the Plast Center,
where Plast girls were holding their
Christmas bazaar, with games, books,
tree ornaments and a variety of baked
goods for sale. A few doors away, at the
Ukrainian Liberation Front Home,
the New York branch of the Women's
Association for the Defense of Four
Freedoms of Ukraine also held a ba–
zaar, this one featuring sprays of wheat
and Christmas table decorations as well
as home-ba,ked breads and pastries.
The lighting of a Christmas tree
dedicated to the children of political
dissidents in Ukraine took place outside
the ULF Home in the afternoon. As
SUM-A students grouped around the
front door sang "Boh Predvichny" and
"Nova Radist Stala," a tree on the
balcony of the building was lit by Slava
Stctzko. an Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of
Nations activist.
Maria Lozynsky, president of the
ODFFU Women's Association, says
the Christmas tree will be lit every night

sing the play with the blessing of Sister
Gabriel, principal of the school. The
program will include games and sur–
prises for the children, who have been
asked to come in embroidered attire.

On your ТУ screens
" "House Calls," which stars Walter
Matthau and Glenda Jackson, is a great,
hit on T v screens, as it was in the
movie theaters, it's fun to hear Mat–
thau, who has described himself in real
life as a "Ukrainian Cary Grant,"refer
to himself in the movie as a "tall,
middle-aged Ukrainian." Miss Jackson
corrects him: "You're a tall, handsome,
middle-aged Ukrainian." Matthau's
"Ukrainianism" derives from his Jewish
parents, who were born in Ukraine.
" Did you catch those recent show–
ings of the 1944 movie "Lifeboat" and
the 1949 production "Command Deci–
sion," with John Hodiak among the
principals? Both films are tense dramas
with World War 11 settings.

Greetmg aid by Rostysljv Hluvko

until after the Julian Christmas. How–
ever, a yellow sash tied to the balcony
some time ago will remain in place until
the American hostages in iran have
been freed.
During the Christmas season, which
for most of New York's Ukrainian
parishes extends to January 20, a good
part of the East village scintillates with
colored lights and Christmas decora–
tions.
Adding to the glow of the two Christmas trees, there are tiny gold lights
twinkling in the bower of pine boughs
above the windows of the Orchidia
Restaurant, and swags of multi-colored
lights sparkling at the Kiev Coffee
Shop, in the window of the Kobasniuk
Travel Agency, novel Christmas orna–
ments brightened with embroidery
motifs adorn a two-foot Christmas tree
and reflect the lights of motor traffic on
Second Avenue, indoors, Christmas
trees shine with lights and ornaments —
at the Ukrainian Museum, in communi–
ty centers, in restaurants.
The scenario is set for the observance
of Christmas Eve, with its supper of 12
traditional dishes, and for church-going
on Christmas Day.
After Christmas, there'll be merrymaking and partying, as for instance the
annual "Yalynka" held by Branch 83 of
the Ukrainian National Women's League
of America. Scheduled for January 11
at 2:30 p.m. in the auditorium of St.
George's School, it will feature a twoact Christmas pageant presented byover 40 students of the school. The
students have spent many hours rehear–

" "The Deer Hunter" Slays Networks
in 2 Big Markets Election Night. That
was the headline above a news story
carried by The Wall Street Journal
shortly after the U.S. presidential
election. Two independent stations,
WOR-Tv in New York and KCOP-Tv
in Los Angeles, "bagged the largest
share of the audience when they chose
to show the violent, controversial
Academy Award winner about viet–
nam." One of the principal actors in the
film, you will recall, is George Dzundza
of New York.
" "The Kidnapping of the President,"
a full-length feature film which premier–
ed– in the New York area last August,
made its television bow here on Decem–
ber 10. The movie was directed by
Ukrainian Canadian George Mendeluk
of Toronto.

States is planning to use its grain
surplus to extract enormous political
and security concessions, and a fanatic
band of Ukrainian nationalists is plotting a nuclear disaster. A tense, manylayered thriller with a double-whammy
ending." The novel is all that, indeed,
although one may dispute the adjective
"fanatic."
s
" "The Complete Guide to Ethnic
New York" by Zelda Stern includes the
Ukrainian community among the 17
ethnic groups described by the author.
There's a capsule history, an evaluation
of shops and restaurants, a list of
cultural and religious centers, a note on
holidays and festivals, together with a
street map of the Ukrainian East
village. Special mention is made of
Surma, Arka, Norm Enamel Art
Gallery, Kurowycky's Meat Market,
The Ukrainian Museum, St. George's
Church, and the Ukrainian institute of
America. St. Martin's Press, New York
1980. Paperback, 312 pages, S6.96.
' Gerry Frank's "Where To: Find it.
Buy it. Eat it and Save Time and Money
in New York," intended as a guide to
make living, shopping and eating in
New York easier and more fun for
residents and visitors alike, includes two
Ukrainian
listings:
Surma
and
Kurowycky's meat market. Writing
about the Surma Book A Music Co. in
the book's Department and Specialty
Stores section. Mr. Frank describes
Surma as "an oasis of Ukrainianism"
and mentions clothing items ("ethnic
opulence"), accent pieces, music,
stationery, books and paintings. About
Kurowycky Meat Products, Mr. Frank
says that Jaroslaw (Jerry) Kurowycky
runs the shop he grew up in and
maintains the same traditions and
recipes his father Erast handed down.
Hams, sausages, meatloaves and breads
are sold "ready to eat" as well as in
various stages of preparation, and "on
any given day, Kurowycky plays host to
native sons coming 'home,' second
generations being introduced to the 'old
country' flavor, and 'foreigners' who
want to try the real stuff." Binford A
Mort, Portland, Oregon, 696 pages,
59.95.

Announce contest
of religious music

BA1.T1MORE - The NationalCat–
holic Museum and institute, St. Mich–
ael's Ukrainian Catholic Church and
the Baltimore Area Millenium Commis–
sion announced a contest of Ukrainian
religious music and songs to be compos–
ed on the occasion of the millenium of
Ukrainian Christianity.
The Rev. Kan Domic, pastor
Holiday reading material
of St. Michael's and president of the
" "Rhinelander Pavillion" by Bar– National Catholic Museum and lnsti–
bara Harrison (Harasymchuk) is the tute. stated that the" composers and'
story of a big city hospital whose poets should submit their works to his
dedicated staff of overworked profes– office before September 1, 1981.
sionals are "caught up in the unsteady
The best selection which includes the
charts of their own passions and de- composition, lyrics and performance
sires." The publisher describes the book will be awarded 51.000, the second prize
as a "powerful novel that captures real- will be 5500. and four additional selec–
life drama." Zebra Books, 462 pages, tions will be awarded 5100 each. The
52.50.
award will be presented at the pre–
" Fredrick Forsyth's novel "The millenium banquet. The concert and
Devil's Alternative" has been brought liturgical services will be held at the
out in paperback from Bantam for Cathedral of Mary Our Queen.
S3.50. The New York Times Book
For more information on the contest
Review of December 28 described it rules write to St. Michael's Ukrainian
thus: "it's 1982 and the Soviet Union is Catholic Church. 524 S. Wolfe St.,
on the fringe of famine, the United Baltimore. Md. 21231.
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Bartalomae

(Continued from page 6)
disbelief. He had been there! He had. honest! A chill rose in him. The shadow. His father's
shed. The sled. Мато, there's someone in there!
NO, YOU CANT GO OUTS1DE UNT1L
YOU APOLOGIZE TO YOUR SISTER...
PLEASE, МАМО, І WANNA PLAY 1N THE
SNOW... PRETTY PLEASE...
The room grew quiet and mellow. Behind them the flames in the Bavarian stone hearth
crackled counterpoint to the ticking souvenir clocks in the shop. The 20-point elk over it
stared down at the young man on the floor. Guns? in Berchtesgaden? A loud, bellowing laugh
rose from the walls and made vitia's ears hurt.
VITIA? WHAT KINDA NAME IS VITIA?
UKRAINIAN? THATS JUST LIKE RUSSIANI
OH, CHILDREN CAN BE SO CRUEL.

No. і
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А Я ГАЮ HE РУБАЮ...
He felt the wooden handle in his long-fingered left hand, it fit nicely. He flung a coat over
his shoulders and ran toward the back door. From its pocket hung a blue-and-gold woolen cap
with a "tryzub" cfecal sown to the front of it, which shook loose and fell to the floor as he
slammed the door shut.
"vitia, vitia," she screamed, running into the pantry. A gasp escaped her lips when she saw
the open cabinet door. Step by step, she moved closer. The rifle was there as it had been. Her
tension eased slightly. Then she noticed the space.
"The axe! The fool took the axe!"
She looked around the room, it was still cold. He must have just left. Yes, he must have. His
coat was gone, and his favorite blue-and-gold cap was nowhere in sight.

игжтжіпюімммию

r

The shadows closed in around him and intruders seemed to lurk behind every wall.
І TOLD YOU YOU CANT GO OUT TON1GHT...
WHY DONT YOU LEAvE ME ALONE
ГМ 22 YEARS OLD...

WHY DONT YOU CHANGE 1T?
THIS IS AMERICA, YOU CAN CHANGE IT.
LAND OF OPPORTUN1TY AND S1MPLE NAMES...

The carolers passed him without notice, vanishing around the corner, vitia pulled his
jacket tighter and lifted the collar while crossing the street to the market. Where was his hat?
The pocket he normally kept it in was empty. Frantically, he scoured his body with his right
hand, while the axe dangled in his left.
"Give me the key. ГІІ prove it to you!" he suddenly screamed, rising from the floor and
Suddenly he stopped. Someone was watching him. He could feel the eyes measuring him
helping the woman to her feet.
from behind. He spun his large body around, but again there was no one. vitia curled his
"What?" she asked in her heavy acccent, rubbing a sore elbow.
fingers tighter around the tool. His breathing grew rapid and excited. His face grew sweaty,
"The key, the key, damn it!" His voice grew adamant and nervous as he pulled his long
and his hands trembled slightly.
fingers to his mouth and bit at the nails.
His feet moved forward stealthily, soundlessly. Where was he? A clanking noise broke in
Madam Schuher took a measured step back, pulledjier knitted white shawl more tightly
through the symphony of snow and wind, it came from behind the archway. Of course, the
over her large bosom and spoke.
archway! No lights, no witnesses.
"What do you need that for?" She could not disguise the apprehension in her voice. "There
He reached the wall in two broad steps. From behind the ancient bricks, mist formed
is no way you are going to take that old thing in there and go hunting for ghosts on Christmas
around someone's breath. At the other end of the street, the carolers had turned around and
Eve! No way!"
were heading back, it was time to move.
vitia closed his eyes and gathered what courage he could. Strength filled his left arm. He
ВІЧНАЯ ПАМ'ЯТЬ...
and the axe were one. With eyes still shut, he lurched forward...
"LOOK AT VITIA. HE'S NOT EVEN CRYING. "
ВІЧНАЯ ПАМ'ЯТЬ...
ЗАПОРОЖЦІ!
"AND THAT HA1R OF H1S. SHE WOULD HAvE L O V E D THAT
ВІЧНАЯ ПАМ'ЯТЬ...
in the darkness, a body shifted, snow sprayed and vitia felt himself plunging. And then,

"SOME GRANDSON HE TURNED OUT TO BE!"
suddenly, falling. The black shadow had tripped him, and the axe had flown off into a nearby
snow embankment, it disappeared with a muted whoosh, in a daze, the young man spitsndw
"1 wanna see where he went. That's all," he countered, "Hi need the gun for protection."
and ego from his mouth. The fear now penetrated every muscle in his body.
"Where who went, vitia? There's no one out there! God, don't start hallucinating on me! Sit
down here and rest a minute. І have some nice fresh wurst and kartofellnsalad. There's fresh
ЛЮБИ БЛИЖНЬОГО СВОГО ЯК СЕБЕ САМОГО,
mustard. The kind you like so much. We'll have Christmas Eve supper like everybody else.
ЛЮБИ БЛИЖНЬОГО СВОГО ЯК СЕБЕ САМОГО,
Just relax and let me get things ready?' Her voice took on a kindly tone and her skin, often so
БАБУСЮ, ДЕ ТЕ?
calloused and unfeeling, glowed in the room's warmth, it mesmerized him with its familiarity..
МАМО, DONT BE ANGRY..
І D1DNT MEAN TO YELL AT HIM...
YOU'RE TURN1NG RED, МАМО...
REAL RED...
The young man sat down, pushed back his ruffled blonde hair and exhaled. There had to
have been someone out there! Madam Schuher moved to him and adjusted a small pillow
behind his head. Having done so, she vanished into the kitchen to put water on to boil.
T i l make you some nice camomille tea.. ."
ЧАЮ ВОСКРЕСЕНІЄ МЕРТВИХ...
"And then you and 1 will decorate the Christmas tree and eat. Just like last year." A moment
passed and vitia heard his landlady move to the front window. Silence.
"Madam," he spoke quietly and without implication, "are you all right? Do you see
something, too?"
She shook her head at his persistence.
"Nothing, nothing, my son. The carolers are out after all. What spirit! What
Berchtesgadener spirit! What was that.. .Goodness, you know what, vitia?"
"What?"

The voices of the carolers grew louder, and the church tower sounded six o'clock, vitia
forced his eyes open. Silently standing in front of him was the stranger. He wore a full-length
fur coat with a scarf and hood pulled tightly over his head, obscuring his features. His
breathing sounded heavy and angry. The stranger lifted his right arm and pointed it at vitia. in
it was the dark object from the bag.
М А М О , г м L E A V I N G HOME...
І CANT STAND ІТ ANYMORE...
YOU T W O H A V E M A D E L I F E I M P O S S I B L E FOR ME
l'LL TRY TO KEEP 1N TOUCH...
i'LL BE OKAY...
DONT CRY МАМО...
ITS

B E T T E R T H I S WAY...

The stranger's finger moved and the object in his hand clicked twice.
To be continued.

Buffalo News focuses on Ukrainians

BUFFALO, N.Y. - The Buffalo
News, in its December 21 issue, carried
a two part article by Bob Curran as a
result of the reporter's invitation to the
unveiling of a Christmas tree by the
Women's Association for the Defense
of the Four Fredoms for Ukraine.
; L E T S S1NG ІТ A G A 1 N , T A T U ,
it seems that Mr. Curran became
L1KE WE USED TO, YOU KNOW...
side-tracked in his initial intention of
NO Т І М Е , O H , І SEE...
gleaning information on Ukrainian
-NOT EVEN ONCE MORE...
Christmas traditions when he learned
from Dasha Procyk that this particular
A flash;sparked in front of his eyes.
"Thereit goes again," exclaimed the woman, "l've never seen lightning so strong. Not on Christmas tree was being dedicated to
Christmas. Eve." She moved closer to the window, magnetically drawn to the quietly falling the children of political prisoners in
Ukraine and specifically to Yuriy
flakes aWthe intermittently flashing glow in the skies.
Thelfeapot warmed, boiled and whistled loudly. The noise broke the hypnosis. Shukevych.
in relating Mr. Shukhevych's plight
"Good, now well have some tea, vitia." There was no response, "vitia?" She walked into the who, at 48, has spent most of his life in
room and saw that the boy was nowhere in sight,
prison tor having refused to denounce
"vitia!"she called louder. Then the thought struck her.
his father, the commander-in-chief of
Hurriedly, she ran down the narrow corridor to the back of the building and into her the Ukrainian insurgent Army, Mr.
Curran alludes to Avraham Shifrin's
bedroom. He had been there!
"ljust saw a bolt of lightning above Watzmann Mountain, in December - lightning! it has
to be some sort of an omen." The wind grew louder for an instant and then died off. in the
distance, turning onto Rathausplatzstrasse from Maximilianstrasse, seven bundled villagers
huddled closely, singing "Helige Nacht" The melody penetrated the snow, the room. Why
tonight vitia wondered. Why on Christmas eve?

Wtia had unlocked the cabinet with the key. The rifle stood at attention in front of him. But
where were the bullets? No bullets! in the corner of the cabinet something glistened. A small
hand axe madam used for cutting kindling rested there with its blade facing him.

appeal, penned in 1972, in which the
latter draws attention to Mr.
Shukhevycrrin the context of appealing
to the conscience of the West and in the
hope of rousing it from its indiffernece.
"Once again arrests are being conducted
in the USSR, once again people are
thrown into jails, and yet you remain
silent," writes the former Soviet
dissident, author of a sardonnic
guidebook for travelers to the Soviet
Union, complete with a layout of the
Gulag Archipelago.
The other section of the article is a
reprint of a letter from the UNA
executive committee which appeared in
The Ukrainian Weekly encouraging its
members and the Ukrainian
community at large to send Christmas
greetings to Michael Metrinko - a
Ukrainian American among the 52
hostages being held in iran.
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Detroit
(Continued from page 4)

congress executive. Mr. Repeta also
said that the reasons for the the UNA's
walk-out were not compelling enough
to warrant such an action, and
suggested that the UNA executive had
not seen to it that UNA branches paid
their fees to the Ukrainian National
Fund. Moreover, the UNA advisor
charged that executive committee
members had failed to meet with UCCA–
branches or UN Fund representatives
on their many trips around the country.
Mr. Repeta added his concern that
the UNA, Which has 400 branches, had
only 39 delegates at the UCCA
congress. He also stated that the UNA
executive committee members had not
expressed concern about UCCA
matters in their visits to UNA.districts,
and therefore, had little right to criticize
the takeover of the congress by one
political group.
Mrs. Diachuk denied Mr. Repata's
charges, claiming that the matter of the
congress had indeed been mentioned in

her trips to UNA districts. She also
pointed out that she participated in
district UCCA meetings and would
have attended other meetings if the
UCCA had scheduled such meetings.
As treasurer of the UCCA, Mrs.
Diachuk asserted that she was indeed
very active in its affairs.
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UNA'er awarded Navy wings

She added that 178 UNA branches
contribute to the Ukrainian National
Fund and are members of the UCCA,
and that she had sent each branch a
letter and registration materials in July,
three months before the congress.
Noting that each UNA branch is an
independent entity, she countered Mr.
Repata's charges by emphasizing that
the executive committee cannot tell
local branches what to do, as is the case
in some other organizations.
Following a motion to close the
discussion on the UCCA, Mr. Repata
proposed that participants vote on a
resolution which called for the UNA
executive committee to send its
representatives to the UCCA executive,
in a voice vote, five participants voted
for the resolution, four against and
eight abstained.

Lt. Allan S. Kowadla (left) was recently awarded the coveted U.S. Navy wings by
Capt. R.N. Livingston, commander of the Navy's 3rd Air Wing in Beeviile, Texas.
Mr. Kowadla earned his wings after completing a rigorous 20-week training course
in the TA-4J "Skyhawk" aircraft. The naval aviator is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Kowadla of Teaneck, N.J., and a member of UNA Branch 353. He
graduated from the Naval Academy in June 1978.

Share a good thing

Mrs. Turchyn was born in the village
of Piniat, near Brody. She came to
the United States in 1913 and that same
year became active in the UNA,
working as secretary of Branch 268.
Mrs. Lukach came to the United States
in 1928; in 1939 she became the secre–
tary of Branch 282.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
(Continued f r o m page 4)

for the service to the UNA throughout
the 40 years of their active work for the
organization.

Suffolk college
offers course in
pysanka decorating

it should be noted that Mrs.
Turchyn's brother, Gregory Herman,
was the 11th Supreme Secretary of the
UNA and a long-time UNA activist in
the Wilkes-Barre District.

RivERHEAD. N.Y. - The Eastern
Campus of Suffolk County Community
College is offering a Ukrainian Easter
egg-decorating course (0ХЕ 17 9955)
as part of its non-credit program.
The course starts on Feburary 19.
Registration starts January 5 and
continues up to one week before the
start of classes. For additional inlorma–
tion or registration forms call(516) 3692600.

' Among Mrs. Lukach's many hobbies
are weaving, needlepoint and Easter egg
decorating. Every Easter, Mrs. Lukach
demonstrates the art of decorating
Easter eggs on the local television
program.
Both ladies belong to the Ss. Peter
and Paul Parish and take an active part
in parish activities.

RECENTLY PUBUSHED!
LEONID PLYUSHCH

HISTORY'S
CARNIVAL
A DISSIDENTS AUTOBIOGRAPHY
EDITED AND TRANSLATED
BY MARCO CARYNNYK
-

NOW AT OUR BOOKSTORE SvOBODA

u NEW JERSEY RES1DENTS 54b SALES TAX.

NOW;

THEY GROW UP SOONER THAN YOU

THINK.
UNA

OFFERS YOU U P TO 5 7 . 5 0 0 EDUCA–

T10NAL LOAN. 1NQU1RE TODAY.

Please send me more information about the
Educational Loan Program.

І am a member of Branch:
І am not a UNA member -

Age of child (children):
Jersey City. N.J 0 7 3 0 2

t

SECURE THAT EDUCAT10N FOR YOUR CH1LD

My date of birth:
S V O B O D A BOOKSTORE
3 0 M o n t g o m e r y Street
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WANT TO PURSUE A H1GHER EDUCAT10N

^ postage
-" ..Here is an exceptionally able and attractive personality whose open dissent over a decade involved
him in the affairs of human rights achvists. Ukrainian patriots. Jewish emigrants and Crimean Tatars. Here is
the same man punished by lour years ol captivity, first in jails, then in the toils of the KGB's corrupt
psychiatry And here is the heroic resistance of his wife and friends - the sine qua non for the Western
campaign that eventually springs him from a Onipropetrovske prison - and soon afterward from the Soviet
Union...
"Mr Plyushch tells this whole remarkable story with striking but not false modesty. He constantly
digresses to expound his views on a multitude of related topics: cybernehcs. psychology, psychiatry, politics,
history, sociology, anthropology, nahonalism. language, literature, ethics and - perhaps his ultimate
concern - philosophy Sometimes his thoughts are conventional, or tantalize one by not being developed.
More often they are highly intelligent and stimulating - as when he discusses the Soviet elite's trend toward
making itsell hereditary or the need lor the democratic movement to widen its platform
PETER REDDAWAY
The New York Times Book Review.
Mar 20 1979
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SOMEDAY. YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER W1LL
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Ukrainian National Association
SEPTEMBER 1980
RECORDING

DiSBURSEMENTS FOR SEPTEMBER 1980

DEPARTMENT
Paid to or for members:

TOTAL AS OF AUGUST 1980

Juv.

Adults

ADD

Totals

21.575

56.462

6.876

84.913

GA1NS 1N SEPTEMBER 1980:
183
44
9
9

New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change class in
Transferred from Juv Dept.

121,876.87
50,550.00
56,710.86
279.09
1,010.00
771.40

Cash surrenders
Death benefits
Matured endowment certificates
Payor death benefits
Benefits paid out from Fraternal Funds
Reinsurance premiums

Total: 1131,19822

146

TOTAL GA1NS:

253

Operating expenses:
J.C. property
Soyuzivka Resort
"Svoboda" operation

LOSSES 1N SEPTEMBER 1980:
Suspended
Transferred out . . .
Change of class out . .
Transferred to adults
Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up . , .
Extended insurance .

25.85
137,42527
68,219.83

Organizing expenses:
Advertising
Medical inspections
Traveling expenses special organizers
Reward to special organizers

TOTAL LOSSES:

131

2

8

10

216

37

384

INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:
GA1NS 1N SEPTEMBER 1980:
Paid up

24
5

44
14

-

68
19

TOTAL GA1NS:

29

58

-

87

Reinstated
Lapsed

11
1
5

19
9
3
5

TOTAL LOSSES:

17

36

21,542

56.414

510.75
45.25
742.21
2250.00
Total:

Employee Hospitalization Plan
Employee Pension Plan
Salaries - executive officers
Salaries - office employees
Taxes - Federal, State A City employee wages

1,206.64
433.33
9,375.00
23,192.73
8,696.90
Total:

LOSSES 1N SEPTEMBER 1980:
Died

-

TOTAL UNA MEMBERSH1P
AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 1980:

19
20
4
10

6.860

53
84.816

WALTER SOCHAN
Supreme Secretary

F1NANC1AL DEPARTMENT

Official publication "Svoboda" ...

39,100.00

General office maintenance
Postage
Rental of equipment
Books S Periodicals
Traveling expenses - general
Printing S stationery
Operating expenses Canadian office
Auditing Comm. Expenses
Furinture 4 Equipment
insurance Dept. Fees

372.62
780.00
639.40
461.88
4,383.06
2,880.84
100.00
3,707.36
171.15
17.77
Total:

5215, 271.14

interest from:
246,499.23
17,746.78
1,447.09
1,277.46
16.62

Bonds
Mortgage loans .
Certificate loans
Stocks
Banks

Total:. 5266,987.18
income of J.C. Property
income of Soyuzivka Resort
income of "Svoboda" operation

97.30
111,080.23
73,128.90

Refunds:
Telephone Expense
Postage Costs
Taxes held in escrow
Taxes - Federal, State 4 City employee wages
Taxes - Can. With. S pension plan on employee wages
Employee hospitalization plan premiums
Can. Cor. Taxes
insurance Premiums for Workmens Compensation

8.87
30.00
1,926.00
8,882.60
262.27
143.10
141.06
2,013.00

542,904.60

General administrative expenses:

1NC0ME FOR SEPTEMBER 1980
Dues from members

53,548.21

Payroll, insurance S Taxes:

513,514.08

Miscellaneous:
2,000.00
1,241.13
1.40
790.92

Donations - Support
Youth Sport Activities
Loss on Bonds
Taxes Held in Escrow Paid
Total:

S4.033.45

investments:
Mortgage Loans Granted
Certificate loans granted
Bonds purchased
EDP Equipment purchased
Capital improvements at Soyuzivka
Stock Acquired

90,000.00
8,572.09
240,000.00
92.10
4,128.68
1,277.46
Total:

Disbursements for Sept. 1980:

1344,070.33
5784,039.84

BALANCE
ASSETS:

L1AB1L1T1ES:
Fund:

Total:

513,406.90

Miscellaneous:
1,703.56
66.00
1,409.50

Donation to Emergency Fund .
Donation to Scholarship Fund
Sale of Ukr. Encyclopaedia
Total:

53,179.06

investment:
Mortgages repaid
Certificate loans repaid
Bonds Matured

35,787.45
3,989.11
85,001.40
Total: 5124,777.96

lncorrtetor Sept. 1980

5807.928.67

Cash
5386,195.45
Bonds
32,196,765.49
566,217.06
Stocks
2,290,216.87
Mortgage loans
629,100.21
Certificate' loans
680,759.49
Real estate
226,417.86
Pringing plant S EDP equipment
8,000,000.00
Loan to UNUP^orporation
4,800.00
Copyrights

Fraternal

164,759.37

Orphan's

257,083.90

Old Age Home

843,979.15

Total:

Total:

544,980.472.43

Life insurance

Emergency Fund

544,142,376.03

72,273.98

544,980,472.43
ULANA M. D1ACHUK
Supreme Treasurer
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Oliver:...
(Continued from page 5)

instances in which charges have been
dropped or when people were given
suspended sentences, there are continu–
ing arrests and imprisonments of politi–
cal activists in Czecho-Slovakia. Surely,
Mr. Chairman, such governmental
actions are in violation of Principle vil
promises to promote the exercise of civil
and political rights.
in raising these important issues
Mr. Chairman, we may be accused of
being polemicaL' On the contrary, we
mention these issues because a major
purpose of our meeting is to discuss
barriers in the way of our cooperation
— a cooperation, M r. Chairman, which
would be in the interests of us all.
One of the important points of
disussion at our meeting has.been how
best to strike the proper balance be–
tween the rights of the individual and
the collective necessities of the state, it
would not be appropriate to ask that all
states attempt to resolve this issue as my
country has done, it is only fitting,
however, to search for evidence that all
the signatories to the Final Act have
made sincere efforts to bring their
procedures and practice into accord
with the letter and spirit of the Final
Act.
Mr. Chairman, we have heard dissi–
dents and human-rights activists re–
ferred to as criminal elements. But
surely their only crime was to engage in
activities which — under Principle vil—
ought to be promoted by all the nations
represented here, in this regard, let me-

now highlight a tragedy to which we have
previously referred, in July 1978, the
Soviet authorities sentenced Jewish
activist and member of the Moscow
Helsinki group, Anatoly Shcharansky,
to 13 years of imprisonment. On many
occasions, my government has raised
the Shcharansky case here and in other
forums, it is long since past the time for
Anatoly Shcharansky to join his wife in
israel.
These criminal elements referred to
by some of our colleagues also include
members of religious groups -^ Chris–
tian, Jewish, Muslim and Buddhist who arc not allowed the freedom of
conscience and religion guaranteed
under Principle vil. in the Soviet
Union, for example, these groups must
havetheir leaders approved by the state,
which also controls the printing of
religious material and prohibits reli–
gious education of children, except by
their parents in the home.
We note, Mr. Chairman, that in
several countries represented here, there
have been efforts to explore how
Church and state can better live with
one another. Sadly, this is not true
everywhere, indeed, 1 would be remiss if
1 did not mention the alarming increase
in the Soviet Union of arrests of Bap–
tists, Pentecostals and Adventists for
practicing their faith, or the plight of
Catholics in Lithuania and Byelorussia
who have been restricted in their reli–
gious lives.
Even more disturbing in the light of
the Final Act is that the Soviet state has
outlawed entire religious denomi–

THE,

Catholics in other parts of the Soviet
Union also encounter severe difficulties:
thousands of German Catholics in
Byelorussia have only one priest, and
Catholics in Moldavia must hold ser–
vices outdoors since the authorities tore
down their only church.
Millions of catholics in Lithuania
have also been restricted in their reli–
gious life, in 1979, 520 Catholic clergymen and two bishons who were exiled
by the state irom their dioceses declared
they would not obey the state-imposed
restrictions on their Church since such
provisions violated the separation of
Church and state, proclaimed in the
new Soviet Constitution. For protesting
violations of the Helsinki Final Act,
many Lithuanian Catholics have been
sentenced to severe terms of imprison–
ment, including Petras Plumpa and

Oops!
in The Weekly's story "Serafyn"
named Ukrainian of year" (November
23), our source incorrectly stated that
the Ukrainian Cultural and Community
Center in Warren, Mich., had held its
41st anniversary dinner-dance and
presented its 25th Ukrainian of the Year
Award, in fact, the event was sponsored
by the Ukrainian Graduates of Detroit
and Winsdor.
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0RGAN1Z1NG DEPARTMENT
THE FIVE BEST IN SEPTEMBER i98o
Districts:

Chairman:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

P. Tarnawsky
M. Chomanczuk
R. Tatarskyj
W. Sharan
M. Soroka

Members:
231
141
121
99
95

Members:

Branches:

Secretary:

1. 401 Scarborough, Ont.
2 . 2 6 1 Williamstown, NJ.
3. 88 Kerhonkson, N.Y.
4. 94 Hamtramck, Mich.
5. 46 Sonderton, Pa.

S. Chorney
P. Arkotyn
M. Waskiw
R. Tatarskyj
Eugenia Cap

57
32
30
30
29

Organizers:

Branch No.:

Members:

Martha Korduba
P. Arkotyn
Kvitka Steciuk
R. Tatarskyj
A. Slusarczuk

496
261
25
94
174

Total Number of New Members in September
Total Amount of Life lnsurasnce in 1980

(Continued on page 14)

AN 0UTL1NE H1ST0RY
T H E AGE OF H E R 0 1 S M

АНЬЇтяіЄиюьцд

Philadelphia, Pa.
New York, N.Y.
Detroit, Mich. t
Toronto, Ont '
Chicago, ill.

viadas Lapienis. Even as we now meet,
Lithuanians who have been involved in
the publication of the Chronicle of the
Lithuanian Catholic Church are await–
ing trial:
in speakingof the situation of these
individuals and groups, 1 must stress
that their plight is not unique, but rather
shared to greater or lesser degree by all
religious groups in the Soviet Union.
Religious leaders such as Russian
Orthodox priest Father Gleb Yakunin
or Father vasyl Romaniuk, who have
called attention to systematic discrimi–
nation against religious believers in the

Nineteen years ago, Mary Healy had
a success she'll never forget: recovering from
cancer. She and almost 2 million others are
living proof that serious forms of cancer can
be beat. But not without the research and
advances in treatment that your donations
help to fund. Your contributions are
important. As important as life itself.
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nations such as the Uniate Catholics.
Uniates, mostly Ukrainians, are forced
to become Russian Orthodox, if they
refuse, they face criminal penalties for
the practice of their faith, such as 37year-old Yosyf Terelia, who has spent
17 years imprisoned and punished in
Soviet camps and psychiatric hospitals.
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Last week in her third-grade social-studies class,
Oksana was told that there is no such thing as
Ukrainians, and that today Ukraine is a part of
Russia.
Perhaps one of the reasons many Americans
don't know who we are is because we haven't told
them.
Let THE UKRA1N1AN WEEKLY inform your nonUkrainian friends about the Ukrainian world.
Oksana and many like her will be glad you did.

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY!
І would і like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly
for^–year(s).(Subscription rates: S5 per year for UNA members. 18
for non-members).
My name is:
І belong to UNA Branch:
Address: - ^ ^ ^ ^ - „
City:
State: - - - - – - - . – - - - – - - – – ^ - Zip code: ^ . . „ – - - .
in addition, 1 would like to give a friend one year's subscription to
The Ukrainian Weekly at the discounted rate of 14.
HisAier name is:
^
,
^
Address: - ^ - ^ ^ - ^ – „ „ - „ „ „ „ „ „ - .
City: „
^
,
' І .
State:
fjfcj
Zip code:.
"
Цц
І enclose a check for $
–
^
L
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organized religious life be acceptable in
view of Principles vil promises?

Oliver:...
(Continued from page 13)

Soviet Union, are currently serving long
terms of imprisonment.
Evidence of the increasing frustration
felt by many Soviet Christians at
unwarranted state control and widespread discrimination against believers
in education and employment is the
reported 50,000 Pentecostals, Baptists
and other Christians who are attempting
to emigrate from the USSR. Two
Pentecostal families - the vashchenkos
and Chmykhailovs - have been living
for over two years in my Government's
embassy in Moscow for fear of further
reprisals for their attempts to emigrate.
The situation is only marginally
better in Czecho-Slovakia. There,
Father Josef Mrouca was imprisoned in
May 1980 for distributing religious
literature to his parishoners.
How can such actions be justified in
light of Principle vil pledges on reli–
gious liberty? How can policies of state
interference in almost every aspect of

There are encouracing aspects, too,
which we wish to note during this
meeting. We welcome the greater free–
dom for Catholic bishops in Hungary as
well as other related positive changes.
We are pleased to welcome the opening
of a seminary by the Bulgarian Ortho–
dox Church and the support of some
Jewish institutions in that country.
There is a higher degree of religious
freedom in the German Democratic
Republic and in Poland. We are pleased
to note that in September 1980, the
Soviet government agreed to the hold–
ing of a major international meeting in
Tallinn by the Lutheran World Federa–
tion. And we welcome reports that since
1975, 150 Protestant houses of worship
have been built by believers in Kazakh–
stan.
These are welcome developments in
the implementation of Principle vil
which my government is pleased to
commend.
Let us finally turn to that portion of
Principle vil which calls for the need to
"respect the rights of persons belonging

The Nazis killed 5.5 million Ukrainians...

THE OTHER
HOLOCAUST

by Bohdan Wytwycky Preface by Michael Novak
This new book brings together for the first time in English) the sources
which document the systematic killing of millions of Polish, Ukrainian,
Belorussian, and Gypsy civilians at the hands of the Nazis.

The Other Holocaust: Many Circles of Hell is a
straight-forward account of the policies which, in the
deepest circle of hell, led to the Nazi obsession with
eliminating Jews in gas ovens and crematoria. And it is
the untold story of Nazi policies that also led to the
execution—usually in mass shootings—of millions of
Slavic civilians considered "subhuman"„,„pr^J,'asocial."
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to minorities to equality before the law,
(and to) . . ; protect their legitimate
interests in this sphere." Many Ameri–
cans whose, heritage emanates from
parts of Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union have expressed their hope for the
observance of these Principle v i l
guarantees for Jews, Ukrainians, Cri–
mean Tatars, Latvians, Lithuanians,
Estonians, Georgians, Central Asians
and others in maintaining the vitality of
their rich and unique cultural and
linguistic traditions.
With regard to all of the provisions of
Principles vil, to which 1 earlier re–
ferred, my delegation would like to
associate itself with the remarks made
yesterday by the distinguished represen–
tative of the United Kingdom and
Canada on the subject of officially
sanctioned anti-semitism in the Soviet
Union. This campaign against Jews in
the Soviet Union, combined with the
refusal to allow thousands of Jews to
emigrate has created a deplorable
condition for human beings who ask
nothing more than to exercise the rights
guaranteed by the Helsinki Final Act,
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, and by the Soviet Constitution.
This tragic situation, Mr. Chairman, is
a most serious breach of the solemn
promises made in Helsinki five years
ago.
Mr. Chairman, a point which must be
made and understood if this Helsinki

Final Act is to mean anything, is that
nations must keep their promises to one
another in order that true and lasting
peace and cooperation can ultimately
be achieved. Principle vil is as impor–
tant to that achievement as every other
Principle, every other provision of the
Helsinki Final Act. it cannot be ignored,
glossed over or forgotten.
There has been a lot of talk here in the
past few weeks about "political will." it
has been said that the success of this
meeting depends on the political will of
the states represented around this table.
My delegation shares this view, and we
are prepared to do all that we can to
insure that success.
We have cited many facts and names
today to illustrate that Principle vil is
being violated by certain signatory
states. We have done so in order to
make our position perfectly clear, if all
of the provisions of the Final Act are
not observed - or if efforts are not at
least made to try to observe them — or if
important provisions, such as those
promising to respect human rights and
fundamental freedoms, are ignored or
blatantly violated, then we will not
achieve the kind of security and coope–
ration in Europe foreseen in the Final
Act. To meet our obligations, all of
them, Mr. Chairman, or at least to
make the necessary effort to meet them,
surely is a matter of political will.
Thank you.

UKRAINE:
A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
v o l u m e 1 and 11
The First volume: General information, Physical
Geography and Natural History, Population, Ethno–
graphy, Ukrainian Language, History of Ukraine,
Ukrainian Culture, and Ukrainian Literature.

Price: 345.00
The Second volume: Law, The Ukrainian Church,
Scholarship, Education and Schools, Libraries, Ar–
chlves, and Museums, Book Printing, Publishing and
the Press, The Arts, Music and Choreography,
Theater and Cinema, National Economy, Health
and Medical Services and Physical Culture, the Ar–
med Forces, Ukrainians Abroad.

Price: 360.00

Address t
Please send .
copies
of The Other Holocaust
at S5.95 per copy. Enclosed
is my check for S

State.
Zip
Make checks payable to The Novak Report.
Mail to: The Novak Report
918 F Street, N.W., tf 410 A
Washington, D.C. 20004

Attention, students!
Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know ab6ut upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already j
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted.
MAKE YOURSELF HEARD. Send materials to The Weekly.

Fill out the order blank below and mail it with
your check or money order.
U S E TH1S COUPON!
To: UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

inc.

30 Montgomery Street. Jersey City, N.J. 07302
І hereby order .Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia
П volume І - S45.00
О volume П - 860.00
D volumes 1 4 П - 394,50
Enclosed is (a check, M. O.) for the amount 3 - Please send the book (a) to the following address:
Name
No
City

'"

Street
State

Zip Code
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leaflet currently circulating in Poland,
its authors and the details of its contents
have not been revealed. During a recent
session of the Sejm, however. Gen.
Wodzimierz Oliwa cited the leaflet as an
example of the dangers of Ukrainian
nationalism. 14

(Continued from page 7)
Ukrainian relations: "First the Russians
came to Lvov, then the Germans, then
the Russians again and through it all the
U krainians were slaughtering us so they
Nashe Slovo provided a somewhat
could be in a majority if a plebiscite was
more informative description:
held."15
it is instructive t o note that the
"However, on the wave of the stormy
grievances voiced by the Ukrainians
events there has also emerged the spirit
came to the surface within the context
of those who would wish to channel these
of a national crisis in Poland, although
there have been clear indications in the events into an antagonistic stream, to
past that the Ukrainian community in stir up people living side by side, and
Poland considers its fate to be far from even calling for confrontation with the
authorities. Among these may also be
ideal, in several documents that have
heard the voice of a hostile Ukrainianreached the West during the past few
language a n o n y m o u s flyer sent to
years, Ukrainians hi Poland complain
various institutions, including the Main
that Warsaw's policy vis-a-vis the
Board of the USKT and the editorial
Ukrainians is aimed at denationalization
board of our weekly. Deputy W. Oliwa
and assimilation, which is characterized
mentioned it during his speech in the
by the destruction of Ukrainian
Sejm. This fact let to broad reverbera–
churches, restriction on cultural activi–
tions within the membership of our
ties and Ukrainian-language instruction
organization and among the Ukrainian
in schools, and the ban on resettlement
in the native areas in southeastern population as a whole. Although the
Poland from which Ukrainians were context in which the term Ukrainian is
forcibly removed after the war. in one used clearly conveys the thoughts of the
protest addressed to the United Nations, speaker, nonetheless it is unfortunate
a Ukrainian from Poland writes that the that this was brought about because of
o v e r a l l a t t i t u d e of t h e a u t h o r i t i e s the anonymous leaflet of some maniac,
which is now being commented upon in
towards Ukrainians can be judged from
the fact that the USKT, a cultural and various ways. Regardless of what the
educational organization, functions source of the document is, regardless of
under the administration of the.Ministry who is hiding behind it, it is in its essence
of internal Affairs - i . e . , the security a hostile act that deserves to be resolutely
repudiated by.every sane individual." 20
and police organs. 16 .
The above statement leaves a great
Recently, Nashe Slovo summed up
the feelings of the Ukrainian community deal to the imagination, including the
by saying that: "the days of stormy possibility that the leaflet may be a
changes, which bring so much that is provocation from the outside, in this
new in the content and form of social connection, it is worth recalling devel–
life in the country, to the surface, clearly opments among the Ukrainian minority
could not but affect our sp"here as well, it in. Czecho-Slovakia in 1968 and the
is no secret that the climate of general role that they played in the Soviet-led
21
stagnation, and in certain cases hinde– invasion of that country.
rances and even deviations from the
norm, had an impact in our USKT back
1
yard. The obvious restriction of possi–
See, for example, Ukrainsky Kalendar
bilities for activity gave rise among us to 1963, Warsaw, Ukrainske Suspilno-Kultur–
feelings of powerlessness and social ne Tovarystvo v Po!shchi. 1963, p. 294;
injustice."17
Ukrainska Radianska Emsyklopedia. vol.
11. Kiev, 1963, p. 370; Andrzej Kwilecki.
Not only U krainians but Poles as well
have recognized the need to reach a "Mniejszoici Narodowe w Polsce Ludowej,"
Kultura і Spoleczenstwo, No. 4, 1963, p. 87;
modus vivendi in P o l i s h - U k r a i n i a n
relations, and have made their views idem, "Liczebnosc і Rozmieszczenie Grup
Mniejszosci Naradowych na Ziemiach
known in Polish samizdat publica– Zachpdnich," Przeglad Zachodni, No. 4,
tions. 18
1964, pp. 379-382; idem. "National Minori–
The facj ^ a t much remains to be ties in Poland," Polish Round Table, vol.
done in this area can be judged from a 11, Wroclaw, Ossolineum, 1969, p. 146;
recent article in Nashe Slovo which refers Jerzy Lovell, "Polska, Jakiej Nie Znamy:
to an anonymous Ukrainian-language Zbior Reportazy о Mriiejszosciach Naro–

Marusia, 1 have something very
important on my mind...

We've known each other for quite
some time, and you know how much
І care for you, so...

if you're planning a life together, you should 1NSURE YOUR FUTURE W1TH UNA.
Write for more information and applications TODAY:

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
3 0 Montgomery Street
Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
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dowych," Krakdw, Wydawnictwo Literackie,
1970. pp. 38 and 73; Zbigniew Wierzbicki,
"Awans Spofeczno-Kulturalny Ludnosci
Ukrainskiej w PRL po 1956 r.," Lud , vol.
58. 1974. p. 6; and Paul Robert Magocsi.
"Ukrainians," in Stephan Thernstrom. ed..
Harvard P^cvclopedia of American Ethnic
Groups, Cambridge, Mass., and London, the
Belknap Press, 1980, p. 997.
2
The first issue of Nashe Slovo was
published on June 15, 1956, and on the
following day the USKT held its founding
congress. See Wierzbicki, op. cit., pp. 8-9;
Ukrainsky Kalendar 1966, Warsaw, Uk–
rainske Suspilno-Kulturne Tovarystvo v
Polshchi, 1966, pp. 66-69; and M. Yavorsky,
"Desiat Rokiv lsnuvannia Ukrairiskoho
Suspilno-Kulturnoho Tovarystva v Pol–
shchi," Ukrainsky lstorychny Zhurnal, No.
6, 1966, pp. 40-49.
3
"Zustrich u TsK PORP," Nashe Slovo,
October 26, 1980, and "Rozmova v TsK
PORP." Nashe Slovo, November 23, 1980.
The second meeting was also attended by
Jerzy Zaremba, director of the SocialAdministrative Department of the Polish
Ministry of internal Affairs; Stanisfaw
Jermak, a sector chief in the Social-Ad–
ministrative Department of the ministry;
and Arkadiusz Stasiak, a senior inspector of
the Administrative Department of the
Central Committee.
4
Nashe Slovo, October 26 and November
23. 1980.
s
Nashe Slovo, November 23. 1980.
6
"Spilnymy Zusylliamy Pidnosyty Robotu
d,p--Po^ribnykh vysot," Nashe Slovo, No–
vemberj 23, 1980.
MbicK
8
"РІга Diyalnoi Pratsi," Nashe Slovo,
NoverAber 30, 1980.
' See Nashe s'lovo for July 6. 13 and 20,
1980.
10
"Narada v Olshtyni," Nashe Slovo,
October 26, Г980.
11
Nashe Slovo, October 26, 1980.

" "Z Koshalinskoi Narady Aktyvu USKT."
Nashe Slovo, November 2, 1980.
13
"Narada v Yasli,"Nashe Slovo, November
9, 1980. On the renaming of the Ukrainian
villages, see Monitor Polski, September 22,
1977, as cited by The Ukrainian Weekly,
November 6, 1977.
14
Nashe Slovo, November 30, 1980.
15
James Feron, "Americans visiting Polish
Relatives Find Some Surprising Similarities
in Life Styles," The New York Times, July
21, 1972.
16
See, for example, "GJos Ukraincow z
Polski," Kultura (Paris), No. 9,1977, pp. 8383; Bohdan Sahajdaczny "Przysziosc Sto–
sunkow Polsko-Ukrainskich." Kultura
(Paris), No. 11, 1978, pp. 111-122; and
"Stanovyshche Ukraintsiv v Polshchi,"
Ukrainske Slovo (Paris), October, 5, 1980.
17
Nashe Slovo, November 30, 1980.
11
See, for example, the article "Kontush і
Holubtsi" by two Polish students that
appeared in the student weekly Politechnik
on January 23, 1972, and was translated in
Nashe Slovo, March 26, 1972; Spotkania,
No. 1, October 1977; and Bratniak, No. 18,
July-August 1979, as summarized in RAD
Background Report'28, February 9, 1978,
and RAD Background Report;271, No–
vember 17, 1980, respectively.
" Trybuna Ludu. November 23, 1980.
JO "у Chyiomu interesi," Nashe Slovo,
December 7. 1980.
21
See Grey Hodnettand Peter J. Potichnyj,
"The Ukraine and the Czechoslovak Crisis,"
Occasional Paper No. 6, Department of
Political Science, Research School of Social
Sciences, Australian National University,
Canberra, 1970.
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Christmas is on its way. No doubt, many of us will be wading through aisles of sleepwear, toys and
perfume in search of that perfect Christmas gift.
Often, the "perfect" gift is pre-empted for one that "will have to do." This Christmas, before you set
out for these stores, consider giving your friends and family gifts of lasting value.
A grandmother of five in Lakewood, Colo., found an ideal way of saying "Merry Chrfstmas" to her five
grandchildren 52 times a year, with a subscription to The Ukrainian Weekly. Residing in five different cities
throughout the United States and Canada, the grandchildren will now have the opportunity to follow events
in the Ukrainian world, while at the same time, remembering Grandma with each issue.
During this Christmas season, if you should ordera subscription to The Weekly for yourself,you may
send a friend one year's subscription at half of the full price.
Another ideal stocking stuffer is the veselka– Rainbow Children's Magazine. Writen for children up to
the age of 12, it will open the doors of Ukrainian folklore, poetry, illustrations and short stories for boys
and girls. At only J8 for 10 colorful issues, this, the only Ukrainian children's magazine in the free world,
remains a bargain and a fun learning tool as well.
Thanks to the UNA'S large membership and resources it was able to undertake publishing the most
complete reference book about Ukraine in the English language. Titled Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia,
this extensive publication comes in two volumes. A must for every Ukrainian household, the encyclopaedia
is particularly useful for students who can rely upon it for various school projects and reports concerning
Ukrainian topics.
-–
The Svoboda bookstore publishes many other books in the Ukrainian and English languages. Among
them are those pictured below. For a more complete list of books on Ukrainian cuisine, art, literature,
language and history and its current political state, write to the Svoboda Bookstore, 30 Montgomery St.,
Jersey City. N. J. 07302.
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